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''With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For All-- And With Firmness In The Right"
Vol. XL

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO,

FIoersheim-Hanso- n

Kobel-Davenpo-

rt

Wednesday, June 3d, at
Sunday May 31st, at eleven
o'clock P, M. at the home o'clock A. M. at the home of the
of J. Floersheim anP family, and bridé six miles east of town oc
under most auspicious circum- curred the wedding ceremony
stances and surroundings. Rev. which united for life the desti nies
Russel pronounced the religious of William A. Davenport.and Mrs
ceremony which pealed tho bonds Ocea Kobel, Judge F. H. Foster
that unite thelive3 of two of tying the knot in the presence of
Roy's most prominent and pop- just a few intimate friends. The
groom is a yóuug. homesteader
ular young people.
The marriage of Al. S. Hanson north of town and has been here
and Miss Hilda Floersheim has but a short time. He is a brothbeen the subject of general in- er to our popular Rural Letter
terest here for some time and Carrier and has made many
this is the culmination of an event friends during his residence
in which their many friends have here. This is his second venevidenced a lively interest. Only ture in the matrimonial lottery
relatives of the bride and immed- - and many friends congratulate
iate friends of the family wit- - í him and commend the wisdom of
nessed the ceremony and sat at j his choice.
The bride filed on her 320 acre
the banquet which followed.
The decorations were most at- claim over five years ago and has
tractive, Smilax was used effect- been one of our most faithful
ively in the floral designs. Both pioneers. With the aid of her
bride and groom received many father Mr. E: S. Click she culletters and telegrams from dis- tivated her claim and made final
tant friends bearing messages of proof on it recently. This is amfelicitation and many and beauti- ple proof that she has the qualities desirable for the wife of a
ful were the gifts receive.
'
The groom is head salesman Pioneer.
five-thirt- y
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JUNE

(,

1914,

No. 20

Obituary

Deserved Honors

Saturday afternoon the many
friends of Mrs. J. W. Johnson
were appalled by the announce
ment of her sudden demise. "She
has be,en ill for some time and
recently was brought to Dr.

We believe every town should
indulge in local civic pride upon
every reasonable occasion ;and
we are glad that Roy is always
so enthusiastic in recognizing
talent in our own people. For
that reason we are sure.you will
be glad to know that, in looking
over a copy of "The Continent"
published in Chicago and one of
the foremost of the present day
Religious Journals, we discover
ed the picture of our Rev. J. S.
Russel among something like 150
prominent Presbyterian Ministers of the United States.
He
was one of the two chosen from
New Mexico for this list.
That
Rev. Russel deserves this honor
able mention goes here without
question. It is well known that
he has done as much as any other man to put Roy on the map
and keep it there.

Self's Hospital for special care,
but none thought of her case as
critical. Only an hour before her
death her husband and friends
were" enjoying a feeling and expressions of relief that she seemed on the road to speedy recovey.
Mr. Johnson had come to the
Post Office to get a letter itom
her mother who was in a hospital
at Fort Worth, Texas and the
younger children haa ueen in
town that morning to visit het
and had just returned home. Dr.
Self had aken her nourishment
and visited her while she partook
of it and she had been left alone
meal.
to rest after her mid-daDr' Seli whpwas reading in the
parlor below, heard a slight un They sorrow notas thone who
usual noise and rushed up to the have no hope," 1 he consolation
of their religion and the fact that
room to find that the White-wined Messenger had preceeded him a most capable elder daughter-w- ho
has ever been a little mother
and she had crossed the dark
younger childre- n- and a
river her youngest child of three to the
in the Floersheim Mercantile (Vs
And Yet Another
years was with her but did not stalwart boy just entering the es
bier store in Roy. He is also a
tate of young manhood are sparskilled musician and leader of the
Melville Floersheim and bride realize the unusual occurrence,
ed to aid and comfort the father
The telephone spread thenewá
Orchestra here, an all around arrived Saturday from San Franand the helpless little ones, is a
athlete and a prince of good fel- cisco and are stopping for the rapidly and friends hastened to
blessing that must not be over
lows.
present at the parental J- - Floer- the assistance of the stricken shadowed even by thp appalling
family. Dr. Self drove out in his loss of wife and mother.
The bride is the eldest daughter sheim home. Melville is at work
the children
The funeral obsequies were
of Mr. and Mrs J. Floersheim es- in the store again and expects to car and brought in
home- - tele
country
from
their
here
remaine
permanently.
phyheld Sunday,, .Religious services
sentially a Roy girl, whose
grams
relatives
to
at
sent
were
at the Christian Church in Roy
sical charm is only surpassed by Friends at the depot to meet them
arrangements
a
and
distance
loaded
them into okTGrit's"
at two o'clock P.. M. conducted
her many graces of mind and
meet
made
to
quickly
were
the
wagon
and
burro team and saw
by Rev. R. A. Price. Interment
heart that have endeared her to
emergency.
to
they
it
that
down
rode
street
in the family, burial plot on the
a very large circle of friends.
Everybody
gladly
welinstate,
Ida Love was born in Ardmore homestead at five P. M.
The new house which has been
The universal sympathy of
elaborately furnished in the re- comes Melville and his charming County, Georgia in the year 1870.
sidence property recently pur- little bride to Roy and we hope She was converted to the Christ-fait- the entire, community is freely
enjoy living here.
chased by the groom from L. E. they will
at the age of 15 years and given the bereaved husband and
Alldredge in Roy, is their home
became a member of the Baptist family.
Church remaining faithful to the
where, in due season the happy
Convention at Mt Olive
Card of Thanks ;
pair will be at home their friends.
end. She was married in 1890 to
The 5th Sunday Convention of James W. Johnson. Children
Mr. Hanson will continue in his
We are profoundly gratef ul for
the
Association atMt. Olive were born to this union of whom the many kindnesses andx acts
position in the Floersheim store
11.
and both he and his bride will Sunday was largelylattended and six survive 10 comion wie
and words of sympathy and enand father and share with couragement bestowed upon us
continue to be popular and ap- the usual feast of thought as well
preciated members of society in as picnic dinner which character, him the bereavement of her un, in our bereavement in the unizes these occasions. The fact that timely death. The, children are
Roy.
timely death of our beloved wife
agedl9 years, Carroll and mother. The generous hos-- .
Their many friends took occa- many of the Hoy people were pre- Anna-Eula,
sion to demonstrate their enthu- vented from being present and 16; John,12; Mary ,9; Mattie-May- ,
pitality, the beautiful floral offerparticipating
on
account
;
of
the
ceElma-Leewith
3 years respect
a
5; and
siasm over the event
ings and presence of so many
did
not
unerel
the
f
mar
occasion
which
in
evening
New
to
ively. The family came
lebration in the
friends at the obsequies, all help
Rev. Price attendfor
the
others.
athe
family
of
years
members
Texas,
several
six
Mexico from
to lighten our burden of sorrow.
preached the Convention
J?
ni
a
joined - especially the bride's ed and
nay
nave
une
1
country
go.
May a kind Providence reward
brother, Melville Floersheim and sermon afterward hastening to home on their homestead seven your goodness wherein we cannot
bride who were not neglected in Rov to conduct the Funeral ser- miles east of Roy and were rec
J, W. Johnson and Family.
vices of Mrs. Johnson.The pro-- ,
ognised as one of our happiest
the serenade.
gram in charge of the President
The Spanish American desires
and most prosperous homes.
Bud Farmer came down from
was
an
unusually
good
one
and While this bereavement is de Keohler Wednesday and is visitto be counted among the hosts of
in
the
interest
these
conventions
their well wishers, and rejoices
plorable and the ways of Provid- ing friends here and looking
to
continues
increase
as
they
bein their prospect for happiness
directed it are beyond after his cattle and ranch
come more and more an establish- ence which
and prosperity.
our mortal understanding yet
ed custom.
y
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lible, noting a Une here or an angle
there, was disposed to add ten years
to the score. There was in the nose
and chin a certain decisiveness which
in true youth is rarely developed. This
characteristic arrives only with manhood, manhood that has been tried
and perhaps buffeted and perchance
a little disillusioned.
What was one to do who ad both
money and leisure linked to an Irresistible desire to leave behind one
place or thing In pursuit of another,
indeterminately? The Inherent ambition was to make money; but recognizing the absurdity of adding to his
Income, which even in his extravagance he could not spend, he gave
himself over into the hands of grasping railroad and steamship companies,
or their agencies, and became for a
time the slave of guide and dragoman
and carrier. And then the wanderlust
'descended to him from- the blood of
his roving Dutch ancestors, which had
lain dormant in the sevéral generations following, sprang into active life
again. He became known in every
port of call. He became known also
in the wildernesses.
Whatever had for the moment appealed to his fancy, that he had done.
He was alone, absolute master of his
millions. Mammas with marriageable
daughters declared that he was impossible; the marriageable daughters
never had a chance to decide one way
or the other; and men called him a
fool. He had promoted elephant fights
which had stirred the Indian princes
out of their melancholy indifference,
and tiger hunts, which had, by their
duration and magnificence, threatened
to disrupt the efficiency of the British
military service whimsical excesses,
not understandable by his Intimate acquaintances who cynically arraigned
him as the fool and his money.
But, like the villain in the play, his
income still pursued him. Certain
scandals inevitably followed, scandals
he was the last to hear about and the
last to deny wn en he heard them.
Many persons not being able to take
into the mind and analyze a,character
'
like Courtlandt's, sought the line of
least resistance for their understanding, and built some precious exploits
which included dusky island princesses, diaphanous dancers, and comic-oper- a
-

CD.
PJIOD

CHAPTER I.
At the Stage Door.
Courtlafldt eat perfectly straight;
his ample shoulders did not touch the
back of his chair; and his arme were
folded tightly across his chest The
characteristic of his attitude was
tenseness. The nostrils were well defined, as In one who sets the upper
Jaw hard upon the nether. Hie brown
eyes their gaze directed toward the
stage whence came the voice of the
prima donna epitomized the tension,
expressed the whole as in a word.
Just now the voice was pathetically
subdued, yet reached every part of the
auditorium, kindling the ear with its
singularly mellowing sweetness. To
Courtlandt it resembled,' as no other
sound, the note of a muffled Burmese
gong, struck in the dim Incensed cavern of a temple. A Burmese gong:
briefly and magically the stage, the
audience, the amazing gleam and scintillation of the Opera, faded. He
heard only the .voice and saw only
the purple Ehadows in the temple at
Rangoon, the oriental sunset splashing the golden dome, the wavering
lights of the dripping candles, the dead
flowers, the kneeling devotees, the
yellow-robe- d
priests, the tatters of
gold-leafresh and old, upon the rows
of placid grinning Buddbas. The
French horns blared and the timpani
"crashed.
The curtain sank slowly.
The audience rustled, stood up, sought
its wraps, and passed toward the exits and the grand staircase. It was
all over.
Courtlandt took his leave In leisure.
Here and there he saw familiar faces,
but these, after the finding glance, he
studiously avoided. He wanted to be
alone. Outside he lighted a cigar, not
because at that moment he possessed
a craving for nicotine, but because like
all Inveterate smokers he believed that
tobacco conduced to clarity of thought.
And mayhap it did. At least, there
presently followed a mental calm that
expelled all this confusion. The goal
waxed and waned as he gazed down
the great avenue with its precise rows
of lamps. Far away he could discern
the outline of the brooding Louvre.
There was not the least hope in the
world for him to proceed toward his
goal this night He realized this clear
ly, now that he was face to lace wltn
actualities. A wild desire seized him
to make a night of it Maxim's, the
cabarets; riot and wine. Who cared?
But the desire burnt itself out between
'
two puffs of his cigar. Ten years
ago, perhaps, this brand of amusement might have urged him success- fully. But not now; he was done with
tomfool nights. Indeed, his dissipations had been " whimsical rather than
never
brutal; and retrospection
aroused a furtive sense of shame.
He was young, but not so young as
an idle glance might conjecture 'In
passing. To such casual reckoning
he appeared to be in the early twenties; bat scrutiny, more or less infal
f,

,

stars.
Simply, he was without a direction ;
a thousand goals surrounded him and
none burned with that brightness
which draws a man toward his destiny: until one day. Personally, he
possessed graces of form and feature,
and was keener mentally than most
young men who inherit great fortunes
and distinguished names.
Automobiles of all kinds panted
An occasional
hither and thither.
smart coupe went by as if to prove
that prancing horses were still necessary to the dignity of the old arietoc-- .
racy. Courtlandt made up his mind
suddenly. He laughed with bitterness.
He knew now that to loiter near the
stage entrance had been his real purpose all along, and persistent lying to
himself had not prevaDed. In due
time he took his stand among the
gilded youth who were not privileged
(like their more prosperous elders) to
wait outside the dressing rooms for
their particular ballerina. By and by
there was a little respectful commotion. Courtlandt's hand went instinctively to bis collar, not to ascertain if
it were properly adjusted, but rather
to relieve the sudden pressure. He
was enraged at his weakness. He
wanted to turn away, but he could not
A woman issued forth, muffled in
silks and light furs. She was followed
by another, quite possibly her maid.
One may observe .very well at times
from the corner of the eye; that is,
objects at which one is not looking
come within the range of vision. The
woman paused, her foot upon the step
of the modest limousine. She whis
pered something hurriedly into her
companion's ear, something evidently
to the puzzlement of the latter, who
She
looked around irresolutely.
obeyed, however, and retreated to the
stage entrance. A man, quite as tall
as Courtlandt his face shaded care

N.

fully, Intentionally perhaps, by one of quire very keen scrutiny on his part
those soft Bavarian hats that are to arrive swiftly at the conclusion that
worn successfully only by Germans, this one was not quite in the picture.
stepped out of the gathering to prof- Her cheeks were not red with that
fer his assistance. Courtlandt pushed redness which has a permanency of
him aside calmly, lifted his hat, and tone, neither waxing nor waning,
smiling iFonically, closed the door be- abashed in daylight. Nor had her lips
hind the singer. The step which the found their scarlet moisture from out
other man made toward Courtlandt the depths of certain little porcelain
was unequivocal in its meaning. But boxes. Decidedly she was out of place
even as Courtlandt squared himself to here, yet she evinced no embarrass
meet the coming outburst, the ment; sne was cool, at ease. Court

stranger paused, shrugged his shoulders, turned and made off.
The lady in the limousine very
pale could any have looked closely into her face was whirled away into the
night Courtlandt did not stir from
the curb. The limousine dwindled,
once it flashed under a light and then
vanished.
"It is the American," said one of
the waiting dandies.
"The icicle!"
"The volcano, rather, which fools
believe extinct."
"Probably sent back her maid for
her Bible. Ah, these Americans; they
are very amusing."
"She was in magnificent voice tonight. I wonder why she never sings
Carmen?"
'.'Have I not said that she is too
cold? What! Would you see frost
grow upon the toreador's mustache?
And what a name, what a name!
Eleanora da Toscana!"
Courtlandt was not in the most
amiable condition of mind, and a hint
of the ribald would have instantly
transformed a passive anger into a
blind fury. Thus, a scene hung precariously; but its potentialities became as nothing on the appearance of
another woman.
This woman was richly dressed, too
richly. She was followed by a Russian, huge of body, Jovian of countenance. An expensive car rolléd up to
the curb. A liveried footman Jumped
down from beside the chauffeur and
opened the door. The diva turned
her head this way and that, a thin
smile of satisfaction stirring her lips.
For Flora Desimone ldved the human
eye whenever it stared admiration into
her own; and she spent half her days
setting traps and lures, rather successfully. , She and her formidable escort got into the car which immediately went away with a soft purring
sound. There was, breeding in the engine, anyhow, thought Courtlandt, who
longed to put his strong fingers around
that luxurious throat which had, but a
second gone, passed him so closely.
He turned down the Rue Royale, on
the opposite side, and went Into the
Taverne Royale, where the patrons
were not over particular in regard to
the laws of fashion, and where certain
ladies with light histories sought
further adventures to add to their
heptamerons. Now, Courtlandt. thought
neither of the one nor of the other. He
désired isolation, safety from intrusion; and here, did he so signfy, he
.could find it. , He sat down at a vacant
table and ordered a pint of champagne,
drinking hastily rather than thirstily.
Would monsieur like anything to
eat?
No, the wine was sufficient
Courtlandt poured out a second glass
slowly. The wine bubbled up to the
He had been
brim and overflowed.
looking at the glass with unseeing
eyes. He set the bottle down impatiently. Fool! To have gone to Burma, simply to stand in the golden
temple once more, in vain, to recall

Vía of Q fir! H
n f AtVtrtu flnQ
IHftoTI
held enderly in a woman's arms, his
own scurry among the' booths to find
the milk so peremptorily ordered, and
the smile of thanks that had been his
away when he
reward! He had
should have hung on. He should have
fought every inch of the way. . . .
V

CP

j-u-

"Monsieur is lonely?"
A pretty ,young woman sat down
fore him in the vacant chair.
.

CHAPTER II.
'

be-

landt's interest strengthened.
"Why do you think I am lonely,
mademoiselle?" he asked, without
smiling.
"Ob, when one talks to one's self,
strikes the table, wastes good wine,
the inference is but natural So, monsieur is lonely."
Her lips and eyes, as ' grave and
smileless as his own, puzzled him. An
adventure? He looked at some of the
other women. Those he could understand, but this one, no. At all times
he was willing to smile, yet to draw
her out he realized that he must preserve his gravity unbroken. The 'situation was not usual. His gaze came
back to her.
"Is the comparison favorable to
me?" she asked. '
"It is. What is loneliness?" he demanded cynically.
"Ah, I could tell you," she answered.
"It is the longing to be with the one
we love; it is the hate of the wicked
things we have done; it is remorse."
"
"That echoes of the
Ambigu-Com-ique.-

"Would you spare me a glass of
wine? I am thirsty."
He struck his hands together, a bit
of orientalism he had brought back '
with him. The observant waiter instantly came forward with a glass.
Tho vfiiine' woman sinned the win a.
gazing into the glass as she did so.
"Perhaps a whim brought me here,
But I repeat, monsieur is lonely."
"So lonely that I am almost tempted
to put you into a taxlcab and run '
away with you."
She set down the glass.
"But I sha'n't," he added.
The spark of eagerness in ner eye
was instantly curtained. "There is a
woman?" tentatively.
"Is there not always a woman?"
"And she has disappointed monsieur?" There was no marked sym'.
pathy in the tone.
"Since Eve, has that not been woman's part in the human comedy?" He
was almost certain that her lips became firmer. "Smile, if you wish. It
is not prohibitory here."
again, and
She lifted the wine-glas- s
hand.
It was
her
noticed
he
then
largo, white and strong; it was not
the hand of a woman who dallied, who
idled in primrose paths.
t
"Tell me, what is it you wish? Tou
interest me, at a moment too, when I
do not want to be interested. Are you
really in trouble? Is there anything 1
can do . . . barring the taxicab?"
She twirled the glass, uneasily. "I
am not in actual need of assistance."
"But you spoke peculiarly regarding
loneliness."
"Perhaps I like the melodrama. You
"
spoke of the
"You are on the stage?"
"Perhaps."
"The opera?"
'Again perhaps."
He laughed once more, and drew hli
chair closer to the table.
me here. From
"You followed
,
where?"
"Followed you?" The effort to give
a mocking accent to her voice was a
failure.
"Yes. The idea Just occurred to ma
There were other vacant chairs, and
there was nothing Inviting in my facial
expression. Come, let me have the
truth."
"I have a friend who knows Flora
.
Desimane."
"Ah!" As if this Information was a
direct visitation of kindness from the
gods.
"Then you know where the
Calabrian lives? Give me her address."
(

.

Ambigu-Comlque.-

,

There Isa Woman?
Anger, curiosity, interest; these sensations blanketed one another quickly,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
leaving only interest, which was
Cancer yearly kills 25,000 persons in
Courtlandt's state of mind when he
saw a pretty woman. It did not re the United States.
'
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aristocracy in the several counties to mulct the people for tax
money enough to persecute the
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Church Directory
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UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
masses and those who oppose
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
such methods.
at Christian Churcn
Your
New Mexico is destined to be a
presence is necessary.
great state and the the time is
Rev. G.B.Hall, Supt,
near when even those who think
themselves personally benefitted
CATHOLIC '
by continuing these atrocities
Mass once each month at the
will see the error of past ways.
Catholic Church. Dates announc
ed in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,

27. 1912.

Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Editor
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$1.50 Per Tear

M. D. GIBBS
Physician and Surgeon
Local Surgeon E.P. & S.W.

,

Entered as
matter at
the postoffice in Roy. N. M..
second-clas- s

G. R. Abernathy called Mon-

Ry.
Office
Fairview Pharmacy

day with samples of his" rye and
wheat. The rye is 57 inches tall
and beginning to. blossom and
the wheat is four feet high and
jLUCAL
J
Presbyterian.
beginnig to head.
With the
moisture already in the soil the
Sermon every third Sunday
crop is now made unléss hail or
other Tiolence intervenes. This All kinds of field and garden at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.
is but one of many crops of these seeds at Floersheims.
J. S. Russel, Pastor.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

PERSONAL and

T. F. SELF

axoooooooooo

Physician and Surgeon

grains that are making phenomenal growth this season and but

Office

v

.

Residence

ROY, NEW MEXICO

BAPTIST

Fifty years ago. Thursday a
another proof that mind and will blue-eyeFirst Sunday in each month.
baby
was born into a
and modern science can and does
Service' ' A. M., 7.30, P. M.
family of British Subjects near
náture
overcome all the forces of
Rev. ,R. A. Prick . Pastor.
Quebec, Canada. He grew to
much
just
brains
is
as
that there
man's estate and came to' New
going tb waste here now as
Mexico, became a citizen and has
Lodge Directory
there is prairie land, lying idle
in
a
of
the
been
history
factor
the
and unproductive and that, in the
ordinary course of human events State.
Fifty years after Mrs, F.A.Roy
all the land and all these peopl
gave a Surprise "Stag party" in
and the countless thousands that
commemoration of the event, Homestead Lodge, Noi 46
are to come will be "DeliverThe
victim of the surprise being
. I. O. O. F.
ing the goods" and the petty-p- uny
Roy, who is the 1914 edi- Meets every Wcdnexlajr evening at
Frank
puerile and senseless op
I. O. O. F. Hall, Koy, n. M.
tion of the little "Canuck" afore
position to the me'Dtal Moral and
Visiting
members always welcome
mentioned.
physical developement of this
Wm. G. Johasoa.
A.R. Davis,
Some thirty or metre married
Secretary.
Grand.
Noble
by,
those
state of New Mexico'
men of Roy were invited to leave
who live in the past and fear thé
their wives aud families at home
magnitude of the future, will be
.and assist in celebrating the half
Harmony Rchcliah
the same joke it is in the states- century anniveasary
Roy?s
Mr.
of
that have preceeded us only on a birth.
Lodge No 24, CcTC.
v
larger and more ridiculous scale The
surprise was as complete Meets in L O. O. F, Hail. RoV. N. M,
fcecattse of the light that modern
as could be wished and Frank sur 1st. and 8d. Friday evening: of each
Visiting member always welhtóry reflect upon Conditions rendered gracefully. The evening month,
come.
hr& frhose Who oppose the
Mrs. Anna Shamblin, N. G.
was very pleasantly spent in a
ÓÍ the modern farmer, who
'
manner suited tothe age and Mrs. GUSSIE FLOERSHEíMSecy.'
try to stifle the pres. and who
tastes of the guests and a splendeplore the transformation of did luncheon
such as only the cul- v- híoátrñ VcocLáca
range into farms and homes are inary
department of the Roy
n a par with those who opposed home can offer was
served. The
the introduction of machinery to guests are unanimous in
their
supplant handwork in the fields enthusiasm over
the event ana
and factories a hundred years express among
other things, the
"lifilii
ago and their misguided egotism hope
decade will
that
another
will not be a hundred years nor find, Frank no older.
a decade in becoming an object

A S. HANSON
Notary Public

d

Legal documents and papers
acknowledged.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO
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Wo are in receipt tfiis' week oí
a copy of the published report of
the County Road Board of Donjí
Anna County of thé léxpenditure
of the $100,000.00 raiseci by bond
issue by that county for rthe
building of roads by Francis E.
Lester, Secretary of the board.
It is a comprehenstvó presentation of conditions, methods and
results. It is a work of enthusiasts for good roads and it is
a lesson to all other counties
$f astea the day when good roadá
HU.& good schools and the other
benefits and blessings that can
come from taxation rightly and
fairly assessed and applied to the
public good shall succeed the
present method of taxing those
who do not support the current
for money to
administration
spend in maintaining an official

Homestead Lodge, 46 I.O.O.F
elected the following officers as
follows Wednesday evening;
Olín Leach,
N. &
M.
D. Gibhs, : V, G ';
Dr.
Wm. G, Jehnson,
Sec'y
Treás,
H. Goodmrn,
J, Floersheim,
Trustee
.
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In the Federal Court fi.t Canta-Fthis week, Benjamin F Brown,
of Mosquero, plead guilty to ém
(Mrs. Diña OAattonado
tózlement of $549.10 from the and Daughters Tropriefors,,
Money Order funds of thé íost
Office at Mosquero and was sen- New Management, Refurnished
Lerse
tenced to pay a fine of an equal Thrüóut, Goodüleals,
amount and to a term of two years airy Rooms.

CMentál Hotel

e

.

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
ness anf care in all matters.

,

.

in the Penitentiary.
Brown has been the most

promi-

nent citizen I histswn for many
years and is a can of moire th&n
ordinary ability in many respéíits.
We are not condeeiihg his fault
but he and his family hate our
sincere sympathy ia this lists

ter.

',

Royt HeW Mexico

W.H. WILLCOX
'

Ur.iíc J
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L&nd CosnmissioQÍl1
ROY,
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fusual Cimt&r
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Filings, Contests,, and .Proofs,
Careful and competent srriots
dered tn all land matters.
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THE SPANISH AMERICAN.

WILSON PRAISES

NATION'S HEROES
I'

'

1

PRESIDENT DECLARES SOLDIERS
OF CIVIL CONFLICT HAVE
ENDED. SECTIONAL
BITTERNESS,

J

n

1

1GLE

IB,

CLARK SOLDIER'S FRIEND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE IN ARLINGTON
ADDRESS LAUDS SPIRIT OF
"SACRIFICE IN BATTLE.?

It's the ideal offering to
guests or family, especially

Western Newspaper Union New Servlco.

after dinner.

Washington. President Wilson and
Speaker Clark, delivered addresses at
the Memorial Day services under the
auspices of. the G. A. R. in Arlington
National Cemetery.
The President had not expected to
participate, but he believed a ,false
construction had been placed upon his
declination and decided to attend and
,

.

It's the
pitality

á

V

Bpeaky
'

5

It costs al

most nothing; but people
like it better

d

than much

;

more cost-

self-sacrifi-

ly

beautifully.

,

4

S

S

Chew it after
every meal.

EVERY
PACKAGE
TIGHTLY
SEALED!

i

re-unit-

things.

It relieves all "overeaten" feelings refreshes the mouth-clea- nses
the teeth

o

President' Wilson said in part:
"I have not come here today with

address. The committee in
charge of the exercises of the day has
eraclouslv excused me on the grounds
'
nf. rmblic obligations from preparing
an address, but I will not deny myself
the nrivileee of joining with you in
eratitude and ad- VUhWUh nf O
Ull
miration for the men who perished for
thfi sake of the Union.
"Thfv do "not need our praise. They
do not need that' our admiration should
sustain them.' There is no immortality
that is safer than theirs. We come not
for their sakeS, but for our own,' in
nrñpr that we may drink at the same
springs of inspiration from which they
themselves drank.
"A peculiar privilege came to the
men who fought for the Union. There
is no other civil war in history, the
atines of which were removed before
passed
the men who did the fighting
s "
stage
life.
,the
of
fmm
"So we owe those men something
of
more than a legal
thfe Union. We owe them the spiritual
of the Union, for
states, but they
thev not only
men. That is
of
the sDirits
their uniaue achievement. u
"Whenever a man who is still trying
to devote himself to the service of the,
nation, comes into a presence like this.
or into a nlace like this, his spirit musí
be peculiarly moved. A mandate is
ílaid, upon him which seems to spean
'from the very graves themselves.

gu- m-

so perfectly
packed that it
stays perfectly
freshandclean.

.

Before the President's decision had
been communicated to those in charge
they had invited "Speaker Hark to
make the address of the day, and he
had come from Atlantic City for this
mimóse.
President Wilson was applauded as
amphitheatre
he entered the vine-clain which the exercises were held, and
again when Dr. J. K. Gleason, the com
mander of the Department of the Potomac, G. A. R., presented him to the
great audience, made up chiefly of
members of patriotic societies.
"So soon as the tasks of Bociety are
'performed, in the Bame spirit' of
and devotion as are the tasks
peace societies will not
soldier,
of the
be necessary," said the President.
"The corporation of captains from,
Nimrod to General Wood, occupy more
space' in the annals of mankind than
do all the statesmen, philosophers;
poets, preachers, writers and artisans
that ever lived," argued Speaker
Clark.
In his introduction of , Speaker
Clark, Dr., Gleason spoke of the Missouri leader as "the man who has always been a friend of the soldier, who
is always fair and fights in the open."
Clark's reception was .tumultuous.

hos-

Remember
tight ' and

the new seal is
dust-proo-

f!

air- -

It's the

best pum in the best package.

Be SURE it's WRIGLEY'S.
Look for the spear.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

GATALOG
FREEsaddles.
SEND FOil harness
We sell direct to
and
Of the Poe

trouble-proo- f

Does Not Stick to the Iron you. Save the dealer's
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 oz.
package 10c. 3 more starch for same money,
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska
nl
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W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

C. W. POE, BOULDER, COLO.
DAISY FLY KILLER

CASH PAID FOR GENUINE
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anunu.iún.
We ar-range, compose and publish songs and muslo. V
Colo.
14th
1026
St.,
De.icr,
to.,
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OrUioism.
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profit.

SINNOCK& 6HERRILL
81 Maiden tane, New York City, or
801 Masouio Temple. Chicago, Ills.
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we are told.

PERSONAL and
LOCAL

again visited our community claiming
for his prey in this instance the wife
of our esteemed brothr, J. W. Johnson
leaving his home desolate and his children motherles, and
Whereas- :- A leading office of our
affiliation is to comefort the disconsolate and pour balm into the wounds of
olved:

Lodge

By Homestead
No. 46, 1 O.O.F. of Roy, N. M., that
while we meekly bow in humble subProvmission to the will of an
all-wi-

se

idence which givehlife and taketh it
again for reasons' beyond our mortal
understanding- - we deeply sympathize
with our brother and his children in
their bereavement in the loss of a
faithful wife, and devotf d mother and
with the community in the loss of a
noble womnn and a loyal friend. That,
for the Consolation we cannot give by
word or deed, we commend to them
an abiding faith in Him "Who doeth
"ail things well" and be it further-ResolvThat a copy of these
resolutions be spread upon the records
of this Lodge, that a copy be given
our bereft brother an l that they be
published as a memorial in the local
newspaper.
ed:-

O. H.
M. D.

Kerns,
Girbs,

.

IrvinOgden,Sr.

Letters

Advertised
The following is a

list of letters and

narkaires remaining uncalled for in
the Roy Post Office for more thán 15
days prioi to June 1st 1914,
Unless called for before July 1st same
will pe sent to the Divison of Dead
Letters, Washington, D. C.

Letter.
Letter.
Letter.

Mrs. Hattie Carpenter,
Don George Archuleta,

MissSenaida Gallegos,
4 Letters.
Abel O. Gonzales,
Letter.
Elyza A. Landayin,
Dixie Madison.

2

Letters,

Letter,
Allejandro Montoya.
Packages,
2
Nelso Stacy,
When calling for above letters please
say "Advertised"
Wm. G. Johnson, P. M.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch ,of Springer, N.
M., will be at the Northwestern
University Dental School, Chicago,
Course in Dena
tistry during the next four or five
weeks. Those desiring to consult him
relative to dental work should write
him in care ofibove school, Lake and
20 t5
Dearborn Sts. Chicago.
Ill-taki-

te

Joe Ballard and "Doug" Meeker, of
Ute Creek came to town Wednesday
Joe to attend Lodge and Doug to go
to the Kansas wheat fields,
For Tired Feet.
Nothing helps tired feet more than
regular rubbing with vaseline or some
other pure fat. Mutton tallow Is very
good and agrees with every skin. Soldiers grease their feet every night
when on the march. An ounce of flexible collodion and 30 grains of salicylic
acid is an effectual corn cure, but
must not be alowed to touch the heal
thy flesh.
.

KANSAS VALLEY

SAVES DAUGHTER
Dokt Pre

A tico of I.Ictlier no

OOCXXXDOOOOOCO

oooocoooooooo
Wortman

Tests Daughter's UEtfcaelyEcd.

were Roy
Jack De Muth, of Waterloo, Iowa, M'mes Elder and
Mouday.
visitors
arrived In Roy Thursday to visit his
ableV
Ready, Ky.
I was not
do
mother and sister, Mrs. Leo Wagner.
Rains the past week have greatly
anything for nearly six months," wites
will
benefitted
crops.
growing
He
remain a week or two.
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, 'and
Mrs. Henry Mitchell of Liberty, drove was down in bed for three months. Y
1 cannot tell you how I
S. E. Paxton, Jr. came in from Passuffered with
thru the valley Monday to Roy.
my head, and with nervousness aid
tura this week and is visiting his' f ath
Tjhe Wright family visited at the S, womanly troubles.
er at the ranch.
Our family doctor told my husband he
R. Davis home Sunday.
could not do me any good, and he had
Editor I. C, Floarsheiin and wife of
Measrs Jas. Christman. W. Fred
to give it up., We tried another doctor,
the Springer Times attended the wedbut he did not help me.
and
Ogden,
Lncas
Geo.
M'mes
ding of their sister at the parental
At last, my mother advised me to take
Christ-man
ortman,
Brown
and
Lucas,
home ia Roy thi3week.
Cardui,
tonic. I thought
and the Misses Nelson of this val- it was notheusewoman's
for 1 was nearly dead and
ley attended the S. S. Association at nothing seemed to do me any good. But
W, E. Carter of Mills, is one of our
1 took eleven bottles, and now I
Mt olive Sunday,
am able
new subscribers this week.
to do all of my work and my own
Miss Olga Nelson "will leave soon for washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine In
her
old home in Goodrich, So. Dakota
Notice for Sealed Bids,
the
world. My weight has increased,
Her many friends hope the change
and 1 look the picture of health. "
will improve her health.
If you suffer from any of the ailments
Notice is hereby given by the
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
Board of School Directors of School
loday. Delay is dangerous. We know
District No. 33, County of Mora,
heln vnu. for it ha hrineA c
All persons are forbidden to It. will thousands
State of New Mexico:
of other weak women
Gany
past 50 years.
v
That, pursuant to a resolution du- dump rubbish or garbage on the(
At all druggists.
ly passed by said School Board, on old dumping ground south of the
the 18th day of May, A, D.
W14, StocK Yards.
Wriuto; Chattanooea Medicine Co., Ladles'
This is a part of advisory
Dept.. Chattanooea, Tenn.. for Sftcial
Sealed Bids will be received by the
on your case and
book, "Home
Roy
Town
the
and
Site
lots
ÍntinutioHM
taese.
Secretary of said Board at his office
Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. 129
in Roy, New Mexico, at any time be- are for sale.
tween the said 18th day of May, 1914
Hoy Trust & Savings Bank FOR SALE: A good Shorthorn
and three o'clock P.M. on the EighBull, coming 3 yrs. this fall, genteenth day of June, A. D, 1914, for
tle and a fine individual.
the construction and repair work upCutting
Timber
of
on
'
on the present school cuilding of said
C. J. Burton, Solano, NM
Homesteads
School Distrist, being' situated in
the town of Roy, New Mexico, all of
Chamberlain's Liniment.
such construction and repair work to The commiosioner of the General
be performed by and according to cer Land Office has issued the following
This preparation is intended especial,
tain Plans and specifications on file in Instructions in regard to the cutting
ly for rheumatism, lame back, sprains
the office of the Secretary of said of timber on homesteads;
and like ailments. It is a favorite
School Board in Roy, New Mexico.
tiomestead, claimants who have with people who are well acquainted
Said bids to be sealed and marked made bona fide settlemeuts upon pub
wit its splendid qualities. Mrs. chas.
"School Bids', and to remain so sealed lie land, and who are living upon, cul
Tanner, Wabash, Ind. says of it, "I
until the day and hour above designa tivating, and improving the same in
have found Chamberlain's Liniment
ted, at which time all of said bids will ocCbrdance with law and
the rules and the best thing for lame back and
be publicly opened by said Secretary regulations of this department, with
sprains I have ever used. It works
at the front door of his office in the the ineention of acquiring title thereto like
a charm and relieves pain and .
said town of Roy, at which time and are permitted to cut and remove, or
sorenéss. It has been used by otherst
place said construction and repair cause to be cut and removed, from the
of my family as will as myself for up
work shall be awarded the best and partion thereof being cleared for culwards of twenty years," 25 and 50
lowest bidder therefor, and at ' such tivation, so much timber as is actualcent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
time and place said person or persone ly necessary for that purpose, or for
so awarded said construction and ir buijdings, fences, and othed improveAPPEALED TO HOTEL CLERK
work shall enter into written ments on the land edtered.
agreement to perform all work in a In clearing for cultivation, should
good and workman like manner and ac there be a surplus of timber over what Fair Guest Applied for Object Not Usually Supplied by Hostelrles,
cording to said plans and specifications s needed ' for the purposes specified
but She Got It.
and also furnish a good and sufficient sbove, the entrymau may sell or disbond for the faithful execution and pose of such surplus; but it is not alTo be a successful hotel clerk yon
completion thereof.
lowable to denude the land of its tim must have an even temper. There Is
It is specifically understood and a- - ber for the purpose of sale or specula- no man under the sun who has so
greed by all parties, said board of tion before the title has been conveyed much to try his temper as a hotel
clerk. The night clerk of a certain
school directors and all bidders, that to him by patent. ,
Baltimore
is a young man with
all of the above and foregoing
It is not permissible to cut timber the most hotel
polished
manners. He Is
will be done, had and execut- for sale, even when the money procurespecially polite to the ladies; but a
ed, subject to the final successful issue ed therefrom is tobe used forimprove-in- g
few evenings ago he nearly lost his
of the bonds Of said school district as
or cultivating the land or support- equilibrium when a pretty guest asked
now contemplated by said board of ing the claimant or his family.
him to loan her an alarm clock.
school directors. v
"I must get up very early tomorrow
morning," said the fair guest; "can't
surprising fcconomy.
Done this 18th day of May, A. D. 1914
The treasurer Of the Newbury port you loan me an alarm clock one
on?"
J. Floersheim President of Board water works sent out his annual bills that I can depend
you
called at any hour
have
'Twill
one year by mail. In the corner of
you
wish,"
replied
the
clerk.
O. H. Kerns
Secretary of Board the envelope was the customary remight forget
You
do.
won't
"That
quest:
"After five days return to
Prank A. Roy
Member Newburyport water works, Newbury-port- , It, and besides, I have no watch, and
Mass." What was his surprise If I wake up during the night I like
to have a woman come Into his office to know the time."
The clerk suggested that there was
five days afterward and pass him an
empty envelope with tie remark: a telephone In the room, but that
"Here Is your envelope, but what you would not do, so he called thr housekeeper, who loaned ' the fair guegt. an
want of It is more than I can see."
alarm clock.
v
Llppincott's Magazine.
Og-de-
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-
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J. J. Taylor traded his big Winton
Touring car to an Abbott party for a
lighter car aud $200.00 cash.

Whereas- :- The Death , Angel has

the heartbroken, therefore be

N.

Dr. Bartholomew will locate at Mills

Oí

Resolutions of Respect
-
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Words Have Become Corrupted.
Such names as Swearing and Gambling show how the original meaning
has become corrupted. Swearing is
from sweor, which comes from the
Anglo-Saxo- n
word meaning "honorable." Gambling comes from gaming,
which cornea from a Norse word signifying "old descent."
(Copyright,

lioCluro syndicate.)

Sailor1 Ability to Sleep.
Sailors and doctors are, perhaps,
the only people who can always Bleep
at will. The sailor, as he will tell
you, can "sleep as well on a clothesline as on a feather bed." He simply
throws himself down, closes his eyes,
and is asleep before you- can say
"Jack Robinson."
-

L
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MAJ. GEN. JAMES

FRANKLIN BELL

"There never would be a pick or
shovel in my regiment, If I had my
way," declares Major General Bell,
and from this speech one may read
the character of the man. "A soldier's
weapons should be rifles! not Intrenchi
ing tools. The minute an army stands
still and begins to dig intrenchments
the enemy takes courage and begins
to attack. The only way to fight them U. S. Army Has Ten Officers Training in Franco
is to keep them on the run."
General Bell was recently assigned
The movement of American troops to Mexico brings to
to the command of the Second divi- WASHINGTON.
that ten United States army officers, representing all
sion at Texas City, Tex.
branches of the service, are on duty in France for instruction in French mili
James Franklin Bell was born in
tary training. They are there by per
Shelbyvllle, Ky., January 9, 1856. He
of the French government,
mission
Dit
graduated in 1878 from West Point, rAUSSlTOT
given upon request of the United
U$5TÓTFAíT
but didn't reach the rank of first lieuStates, and are welcomed in the
tenant until 1890. In 1881 he married
spirit It appears to' be
friendliest
Miss Sarah Búford of Rock Island, 111.,
the intention of the war department
who had attended finishing school in
I
at Washington to have six officers conChicago.
tinuously, on service in France, so
Bell served on the plains with
that
French experience and French
the "Fighting Seventh" cavalry during
military
science may from year to
the Indian wars of 1878 to 1894, and
year be available for the United
took part in the battle of Wounded Knee, the last great fight of 'the red men.
States army. Occasionally an English
He became a captain in the regular army in March, 1899, and seven years
I
officer or officers from the Balkan and
later reached the position of chief of the staff of the army. On January 3, other smaller states have had permission to serve with one or another of
1907, lie was appointed a major general. He rose with exceptional rapidity,
the French regiments, but It would seem that no foreign army, not even the
being Jumped over the heads of 1,036 officers at the time he was' appointed Russian, has during this generation had such opportunities to know
brigadier general.
military system as the Americans now have.
Capt. W. A. Castle is in an Infantry regiment at Orleans; .Capt N.
and Lieut. A. T. Bishop with other regiments at Chalons, Surgeon
ATTACHE
MILITARY
and T. Martin at the cavalry school at Saumur, Capt F. IL Pope in;
WIFE OF FRENCH
the French quartermaster's school and Capt Frank Parker at the war college. Capt. Morton Henry of the American quartermaster's division andl
Lieuts. E. S. Greble and Honeycutt of the artillery have just arrived to reThough some of the largest emplace three other American officers and three others are expected. The three
bassies are presided over by American
latter do not get into the French service until October. In the meantime they
hostesses whp are wives of foreign
greatare required to live in French families and perfect their knowledge of French.
ministers and ambassadors, the
Captain Parker, in the war college, the exclusive school of higher stratediplomatic
er number of women In the
gy, has probably the rarest opportunity and one not shared by any other
corps are foreigners. One of these
foreign officer.
who does not as yet' speak the EngAn armchair has been placed for Captain Parker apart from the other
lish tongue and who has been in
tñe
officers and nearest the lecturer's platform, so that the American guest may
America only a short time Í3
have a better chance than any one else to follow the exposition of a subject
Countess de Bertler de Sauvlgny, wife
French
and see the diagrams. The work In the war college is Bevere and is from
of
the
of the military attache
s
6 a. m. to 6 p. m. Part of it consists in hard riding over battieaems or
embassy át Washington.
France, the lecturer of the day explaining the operations of the troops that
Count and Countess de Bertier
took part.
came to America last November,
' X
bringing with them their little son
Armand, a lad not five years old, and
Washington Know the Market Days
Pigeons
his Indispensable English nurse, who,
when the countess is simply compelled to converse with some person
stand on the steps of the new National museum you will noticei
IF YOUpigeons
on a street. The street divides the museum from the marwho does not speak French, acts as
Interpreter.
is not often, however,
ket, and on the far side there are rickety wagons, hitched to droopy horses
mostly white and many chickens in
that Countess de Bertier needs the
services of an interpreter. Ask her ,
crates. And if you are lucky enough
how she keeps house in Washington
to meet on the steps a little, old man,
without speaking the English tongue
who looks like a dried apple that had
and she raises her hands in horror, as she says In French:
a soul to it, he will tell you some"Ah, but I do not keep house. Why should I do what Is so stupid to thing like this:
me? I let others do the housekeeping."
"Yes'm, those pigeons know marWhat, then, does the countess like? Is she interested In the question ket days as well as the hucksters do.
of woman suffrage, the interviewer asks. Here the expressive hands of the They come from all over the city for
countess are again raised in a gestxre that bespeaks protest. The vote for the bits of grain and green stuff that
women? It does not interest her. Indeed, she is convinced of one fact with get spilled or thrown away. And
regard to it. This is that it would bore her to extinction.
every pigeon strikes it on time, like
One thing, however, the Countess de Bertier likes very,' very much. That gulls follow a train at meal times on
Is a spirited horse. Riding, she explains, Is her favorite recreation.
the Salt Lake desert How they get from the seashore precisely in time for
the cooks to fling garbage from the diners Is something I can't tell you. Ail
I know Is they are there. Some folks misdoubt angels on account of their
feather wings, but the way I look at it is that the one who put all that CleverMRS. POINDEXTER'S BREADTH OF VISION
ness into bird creatures can be safely relied on to run this world and the
next without any advice from me.
"Hear them roosters crowing! It's curious the way a rooster can put
Mrs. Polndexter, wife of Senator
of mind Into a crow. Now you listen to that one. That ain't th
state
his
Poindexter of Spokane, Wash., is one
of a free rooster on his own walk. He's calling out in the onlj
cockadoodle
of the women in the congressional set
gave
way
him for somebody to come and free him from that wire crate.
God
inat Washington who has voted and
tends to vote again for a president Maybe he don't know what's going to happen to him between this and some
any telling that he's in trouble."
of the United States. In politics, she body's Sunday dinner, but he don't need
agrees with her husband.
All Mrs. Polndexter's friends will
to Take Census of National Bird Life
United
tell you that her most characteristic
qualities are an abiding sense of humor and that especial brand of moral i CENSUS of all the birds of the United States Is to be taken this summer
courage known as "backbone." She f by the federal government. In announcing this fact the other day th
watches life at the capital with a department of agriculture, which will supervise the work, urges
of all bird lovers. The primary ob
twinkle of the eye, and is not one bit
ject of the census is the preservatloi
afraid to give you her impressions of
of this important game.
it. Her viewpoint and her frankness
The count of the bird population
in stating it are typical of the
Is to begin about May 30, and the de
and the freshness of
'
partment hopes to have the final re
vision of the western woman.
Perhaps the constant reading of
suits in hand by June 30. As a be
ginning 250 correspondents in all parti
the newspapers' of the country cont
of the country will assist in takini
tributes to this breadth of vision.
Senator Polndexter's wife is an invetthe census, but voluntary observen
erate reader, not only of the newsare expected to furnish most of th
papers published in Washington and
data for this undertaking.
In th& enumeration an effort is ta
in her nntivn stn.t. nf Washington, but throughout the entire nation. She
probably keeps as close tab on the pulse of public sentiment as does any be made to determine how many pair of birds of each species breed within,
man in national politics. She likes political debate, and is always an inter- definite areas. By comparing these figures with those of subsequent censuses
under discussion c
ested listener In the senate gallery when a big Issue is type
It will be possible to ascertain if state and federal law are effective and
new
woman.
of
advanced
most
the
like
the floor. All of which sounds
came and insectivorous birds increasing or decreasing.
,
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Miss Mabel Bruce is assistinjar

our Sr."Tpe Angel", intfye composing room of this printing plant
this week. She is learning rapidly

and if we are not careful will soon
seem indispensable to the office.
Miss Russel is suffering a serious case of Neurosthenia caifsed
by a wound inher thumb' from
a brass pin. Setting type with
one hand and that the left hanh
is rather difficult but she is accomplishing it and teaching an
apprentice at the same time.
.

Prof. R. S. Trumbull came in
from El Paso Wednesday with
his motor and a soil auger and
will remain for some time visiting the farms and testing the
moisture and otherwise collecting data on the greatest season
jthis mesa has seen in many yars.
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study oursuperb models
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the wonderfully low prtcet we can make you till year. We sell the highest gradet
bicycles for tese money than any other factory. We are satisfied with 11.00 pront
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regular retail priet of these
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KO MOEETEOIBLfiFBOM PCKCTSSES
.N".TiokorClaew!ll not let the air out.
A hundred thousand pairs sold last year.
DESCRIPTION' Made in a11 bizes- - 16
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rldln?. very durable and lined Inside with
a special quality of rubber, which never be- Ü
iulucs iiuruus ana wmcn closes up smau
punctures without allowing air to escape. They welfhl í 11
Notlcsthothick rubber traad
xiu
uo mail an uramary lire, me puncture resisting
A" and puncture strips"!)"
Qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially fc,
and D1' also rim strip "H'
vi cvoi cu mu un uio ireau. xne regular price oi these
to prevent rim cutting. This
tires is $10.00 per pair, but for advertising purposes we
are making a special factory price to the rider of only
tire will outlast any other
make-SO$4.80 per pair.- - All orders shipped same day letter
ELASTIC and
is
received. We Will shin f!. O. r nn nnmvl Vnn An
EASY RIDING.
llOt need tODav a cent lint.ll vnn cvmlns mil flnH thom olmlnfliT i iinMiinto1
We will allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby
the price $4.55 per pair) it
you send FULL CASH WITH ORDER and enclose this making
You run no risk la
advertisement
sending us an ordor n s the tires may bo returned at OUR expense If for any reason
they are not
atlstaotory on
FT,

We are perfectly reliable and money eent to u le as eafe as In bank. If you order
Frank Lujan, the eldest son of 7 any. tire youexamination.
mm iui vuy win riue eaiertKin lasier, wear oener, last longer and look finer
have ever
or
at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased that when you want
jan
We want you to send usa trial order at once, hence this remarkable t" offer.
Cipriano Lujan, the merchant at a yew you will give us your order. seen
at any prloe until you send for a pair of Hedithorn
fiz.n BSÍIe79 ?on nT kindtlreson
approval and trial at the special Intro- tctory
.Sanchez was in town Monday iprice YLiil
quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which describes and quotes all makes and
kinds of tires and bicycle equlpmentand sundries at about half the usual prices.
night and Tuesday taking out h BO tSQT tyyi I f"Dut
write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OP BUYING a bicycle or a pale
of tires from anyone until you know the new and wonderful offers we aremaklnc
costs only a postal to learn everything, Write It NO
It
lead of freight for the store. It is
easy to appreciate the wisdom of J.L.UEAD GYGLE GOUPAUY, CHICAGO, ILL
the father who years ago saw the
advantage of giving his son an
education and sent him to school
when his own state failed to pro
,
UBed

DUT
luneture-Proo- f

-

vide means of education. He is
now reaping the benefit of having
a son to attend to his business
with the world outside as he him
self cares for, it in the little world
of his own commuity.-

Doroteo Martinez was in town
Wednesday getting his prepara
tioná made for shearing tine.

ment of Garden and Field:
Seeds. Yellow Dent and

Sr. J. Gallegos came home last
week from Trinidad to "rest up
for a while, He. is growing old
ndhad a touch of rheumatism
and found no place like the ranch
to recover in. His son John
is in charge of the ranch
and keeping the old home for his
father to return to when lit! tires
of the world outside.
Gol-lego-

Name's Connected Witn ire lav,,
The original bearer oí tv naxr.e ,oi
Legles was so called msreiy because
he was a lawyer. Originally,
the
name was spelled Laegles3, the expression signifying "learned in the
law." Strangely enough Lawless is derived from exactly the same source,
and signifies exactly opposite to its
apparent meaning.

Mexican Seed, Corn, Milo
Maize, Feterita, Kaffiri
Corn, etc.
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Notice of Contest.
Department of the 'Interior, '
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
April 23, 1914.
To Tranquilino Jaramillooí Savinoso
"
New Mexico,
Contestee:
You are hereby notified that Felipe
Martinez, who give3 Savinoso,
e
as his
address,
did on March 23. 1914. file in this.
pffice his duly corrobrated application to contest and secure the "cancellation of your H. E. No. 22390
Serial No. 06718, made Jan. 10, 1.908,
for the lot 7; SEi SWi, Sec. 6; Lot I
NeI N W, S3ctioa.7, Township 17 N s
Rane 2(5 East, N M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for his contest he al
leges that snid Tranquilino Jaramillo
has wholly abandoned his H4 E. that
he has wholly failed to comply with
the law under, which he is seeking
title;that he has failed to resida upon,
cultivate or improve the same; that
the above mentioned defects exist and
have existed for more than three years
last past, and up to the date hereof.
'
(March 14, .1914.)
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your further right to be heard therein, ejther '
before this office or on appeal, if you
fail to lile in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication,
of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, únder oath, specifically meeting and responding to these allegations of contest, or if you fail within
that time to file in this office duv proof '
that you have served a copy of your
answer on the said contestant either
in person or by registered mail. If
this service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the contested in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt
of the copy, showing the date of its
receipt, or the affidavit of the perso
by whom the delivery was made stating when and where the copy was delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postofflce to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should state in your answer
the name of the postoffice to which
you desire future notices to be sent to
1

New-Mexic-

post-oHic-

--

you.

Paz Valverde,' Register.
Date of 1st publication, May. 16, 1914
.
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Sick Headache.
Mrs, A, L. Luckie, East Rochester-N. Y, was a victim of sick headache
and despondency, caused by a badly
,

weakened and ' debilitated condition
of her stomach, when she began taking Chamberlain's Tablets. Sha says
"I found them pleasant to take, also
mild and effective. Ina ''few weeks'
time I was restored to my former
good health."
For Sale by all
:

Whaies Target of Torpedo Boat.
The novel scene of a. torpedo boat
hunting whales was witnessed at Porto"
Anzio, Italy, a few days ago. The operations of a fishing fleet had been interrupted by the appearance of two
large whales. The torpedo boat put
out In pursuit of the whales, and killed
tham boJ? with their guns.

THE

THE WORLD

IT

PARAGRAPHS
A

BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR.
EIGN COUNTRIES.

IN LATE DISPATCHES
OINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS

OF THE AGE.
.Western Newspaper Union News Service.

WESTERN.
Dr. J. E. Stubbs, president of the
University of Nevada, died suddenly at
'
Reno.
One man was killed and more than
1500,000 damage done by a severe
storm that swept Superior, Wis., and
surrounding country.
, Samuel Fitzgerald,
a soldier stationed at Jefferson barracks, saved
nine persons from probable incinera-tioduring a tenement fire in St.
Louis.
Commercialized vice in Chicago has
been almost stamped out in the last
year of unremitting war against it, according to the citizens' committee of
fifteen.
September Morn, the picture over
which the Chicago police censor and
art dealers and critics clashed, was
given judicial sanction In a ruling of
the Appelate Court for the first district of Chicago.
Books of the Miller Brewing Company, seized by the prosecuting attorney at Memphis, Tenn., show that the
company has sold in Memphis, since
the dry law went into effect March 1,
f30,232 worth of beer.
The value of the mine output of
gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc in
Utah in 1913, . was $44,858,210, compared with $42,992,302 in 1912, according to Victor C. Heikes, of the United
State Geological Survey.
Trainmen on Western roads are preparing to take a strike vote, according to advices received in Denver from
railroad officials in Chicago where
representatives of engineers and firemen have been holding conferences
for the last three months.
"He told me this career in winning
souls was more worthy than my love,"
declared Miss Georgia W: Jay, pretty
blonde, whose $50,000 suit for breach
of promise against Homer Rodeheaver,
choir director f&r Evangelist Billy Sunday, was on trial in Chicago.
Ben B. Lindaey of Denver, who, with
two women from the. Ludlow, Colo.,
coal district, was in New York speak
ing at mass meetings as a protest
against the policy adopted by the
Rockefeller interests in the Colorado
strike, failed in his attempt to inter
view John D. Rockefeller.
The two young daughters of Shan,
In
l
Ching Shu, Chinese
from
disappeared
San Francisco, who
their home and were believed to have
been kidnapped, were found sleeping
in a dry creek bed in the Berkeley hills.
They had wandered Into the hills to
pick wild flowers and lost their way.
ú
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Official dispatches, gent from Mex
ico City and received at a diplomatic
source in Washington, say the "withdrawal of Huerta is possible" and that
It is being delayed by the necessity of
arrangements to permit the dictator
to abdicate with dignity."
Confirmation of the killing by Mexi
cans of Richard Urban, an American
citizen of German birth, was received.
American Consular Agent ' Montague
at Cananea reported that Urban and
a companion were attacked without
provocation at Pointed mountain, eight
een miles west of Nacozarl. A band
of Mexicans fired from a house without warning. Urband fell dead, but his
companion escaped.
Former President Roosevelt came
back to the national capítol, where he
spent seven years as chief executive.
Into nine hours the colonel crowded
a speech on his South American ex
pedition, a call on President Wilson,
a political conference with the Pro
gresslves in Congress, a visit to the
Smlthsoniau institution to see the
trophies from his African hunt of four
years ago, a meeting with a few mem-breof the diplomatic corps, and, a
dinner with friends. '
Denial that passage of the new cur
rency law was an "abject surrender tc
Wall street and the banking, interests"
was made in the Senate by Senatoi
Shafroth of Colorado., "The Wilson
administration objected to the continuation of power in Wall street,'1 he
said "It insisted that concentration ol
wealth should be divided."
The body of Porfirio Laurel, an
American who was killed some time
ago in Mexico, was recovered and taken to Laredo, where it was burled. Examination showed that Laurel died
from bayonet wounds.
A telegram received by the revenue
cutter service from Captain Reynoldi
of the Bering sea fleet, stated that the
cutter Takoma has arrived at Unalas-kand that efforts would be made by
the Takoma and Unalga, assisted by
divers from the Buffalo, to float the
canning ship Paramita, which is re
ported leaking and beached at Lost
Harbor.
The President nominated: To be
secretary of the embassy at Tokio, Japan, Post Wheeler of Washington. To
be minister to Persia, John L. Caldwell of Fort Scott, Kan.
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Young Man Pulled
Really New, and

GOT, AWAY UNIONS
Off

Something

Hit Reward
Wat Adequate.

"Please, Mr. JoneB, can I get off
Tuesday?" said the young male employe, only more rapidly.
"Which of your relatives is dead?"
Inquired

the

boss4.

1912.
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Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.

Genasco

READY ROOFING

Blow to Romance.
"A prosaic age we live in."
"How now?"
"I see some king the other day,
having no sword handy, knighted a
man with an umbrella." Kansas City

Made of Trinidad Lake asphalt
the greatest weather - resister
KleeU used
known. Kaut-len- k
only with (enanco obviate the
use of unsightly cement. Write
for circulars and prices.
The Hendrie& Bolthoff Mfe. & S. Co.
DENVER, COLO.
1035 17th St.

Journal.

For Rust Stains.
For removing ink stains and iron
rust from wash goods, cream of tartar
Standing; of Western League Ciaba.
Won. Lost. Pet. is excellent. Dampen with solution
Clubs
21
.636
12
St. Joseph .
14
23
.622 and put in the sun.
Sioux City
.618
.600
.471
If you wish beautiful, clear
.455 clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue.
.417 good grocers. Adv.
.297

white

At all

Happiness is given to us by the
Shamrock IV., the challenger for the
ounce
and misery by the pound. ,
America's cup, was launched at
Eng., and christened by the
Countess of Shaftesbury.
Cause
The funeral of W. L. Haynes, once Good
'
kidney diseases have infrom
Deaths
secretary of the Denver Baseball Club
creased 72 in twenty years. People overand widely known in Western sporting
do nowadays In so many ways that the concircles, was held at his boyhood home, stant filtering of poisoned blood weakens
Ennls, Tex. The body was taken from the kidneys.
Beware of fatal Bright' disease. When
Denver.
backache or urinary ills suggest weak
kidneys, use Doan's Kidney Pills, drink
In the second round at Versailles
water freely and reduce the diet. Avoid
of the French amateur golf championcoffee, tea and liquor.
ship. Ouimet, American champion, deDoan's Kidney Pills command confifor no other remedy is so widely
dence,
champion,
feated Palmer, former Irish
used or so generally suooessf ul.
by 4 up and 3 to play. Travers beat
A Colorado Case
Rufer by 1 up.
'1 had 'attacks of
"twryPkhre
kidney trouble for
Mike Gibbons of St. Paul was not
leUsiStwy"'
Ave years," says F.
forced to' extend himself to defeat
prop,
Conrad,
N.
1416
store,
Johnny Alberts of Elizabeth, N. J., at dear
Pearl St, Boulder,
Y.,
mill. It
Syracuse, N.
Colo. "Often I was
In a
o bad with pain In
was what might be called a scientific
my back, I could
hardly
I
exhibition but not a scrap by any
heard so much about
means. 'Neither battler got even a
Doan's
Kidney
Pills that I decided
scratch.
to try them. They
acted just as repreFifteen thousand persons attended
sented and relieved
racthe opening of the thoroughbred
me In a short time.
Since then I have
ing season at Belmont park New York,
used them occasion-all- y
handicap,
Metropolitan
at
and have always
and saw the
had rood results, t
one mile, go to John Whalen's
will never fall to
recommend them."
gelding. Buskin, ridden, by
Cat Doan's at Any Store), 60s Bos
The
Jockey Fairbrother, in 1:37
time equals the track record for this
event, established by Fashion Plate
CO BUFFALO, N. Y.
four years ago.
Gos-por-

KODAKS and SUPPLIES

t,

8cnd us your Filme for developing;. Expert
work only. The book oí the Brownies free

ZZ' Denver Photo Materials Co.
(Eaatman Kodak Co.) Denver, Colorado
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DOAN'S1,1 fAV
FOSTER-MILBUR- N
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CEARLESS

CAR

cSs

miles on one gal. frasoUnej
Greatest hill climber;
Metz and Cartercar
10,000 miles on one set of tires.
Distributors for Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming
THE COLORADO CARTERCAR CO.
SO

Lire Asenta Wanted. 1636 Bdwy, Denver

PfEELEY
LAX INSTITUTE

Cor. eighteenth ano curtís sts.
DENVER, COLO.
Alcohol and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keelcy Remedies are administered

ret-aroun-

That Carranza intends to make Tam-t)icthe Constitutionalist capital until
Mexico City is captured was the im
port of apparently reliable information
from Admiral Mayo to the Navy De-üartment.
The Oklahoma reciprocal demurrage
law was annulled as unconstitutional
bv the SuDreme Court on the ground
.that the Oklahoma court bad held it
applied to Interstate commerce as well
as state commerce.

a

gain of 69.75G members of affiliated un
ions for April, 1914, over the month in
1913 were made public by Secretary
Morrison, following a meeting of the
executive council of the American
Federation of Labor. The total paid-u-

-

.

showing

Washlngton.-Repor- ts

p.

SPORT.

13
18
18
18
21
26

In 1914

Was 2,069,177.

$105,-098.0-

a

21
18
16
15
15
11

Membership

Pald-U- p

Not any, sir," replied the lad with
membership for 1914 was 2,069,177;
a politeness which exists only in fic- that of April, 1913, was 1,999,401. Section.
retary Morrison's report showed a
"Which of your teeth are you going treasury balance on April 30 of
to have pulled?"
"Not any, sir," replied the lad, etc.
"Which of yourv sisters ' is getting
HERE'S PRIZE JOBHOLDER.
married?"
"Not any,, sir," etc.
John Smith Has Been an Indian Chief
"The fact is," continued the youth,
For Hundred Year.
"I would like to go to the ball game,
Minneapolis, Minn. His sight and
and, my desire being genuine, I would
unimpaired and still able to
hearing
not hazard any chances by trying to
assistance, John Smith,
without
walk
pull a rotten old excuse on a foxy busiyears
old,
chief of the Chippewa
128
ness man. Thank you, sir."
Indian tribe for over 100 years, came
here to see the city that has risen
PAINFUL BLISTERS ON BODY trom his former hunting grounds be
fore he dies. Government records
Port Orchard, Wash.
R. F. D. 48
prove Smith was a boy in 1798 and he
"When my baby was about five day
claims his age is 128.
old his abdomen became entirely covered with varying sized blisters which
$2,000,000, Dies.
were very painful, causing very much Cattle Queen, Worth
Salt Lake City, Utah. Mrs. Eliza
distress and sleeplessness. They appeared very much like scalds or skin beth Bonemont. known throughout th
burns apparently itching and burning. West as the cattle and sheep queen of
The bands irritated the blisters, caus- Utah, died at her home here. Mrs.
Bonnemort came to Utah from "Scot
ing Bores. '
"I tried a powder and afterwards land In 1865, at the age of twenty
other remedies but the sores became years, and engaged in the cattle and
worse. They lasted about six weeks sheep business with great success.
before I used Cutlcura. Ointment. Later' she became identified with the
After washing the irritated parts well real estate business in Salt Lake,
with Cutlcura Soap and applying the. which with her cattle ventures, netted
Cutlcura Ointment he received almost her a fortune computed at $2,000,000.
Instant relief, and, the cure was complete in seven or eight days."
(Signed) Mrs. J. G. Kelley, Dec. 4,

-

Denver .
Lincoln
Omaha
Des Moines

MEMBERS.

p

--

s

Wichita
Topeka

Total

69,756

GAIN

SLIDES

FOR MOVING PICTURE SHOWS,
Schools, Churches and Lecturers.
H.D SMITH, 2400 16th St., Denver.

fir!" OlinniL ICO
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ourr to

of best quality, at lower
prlce than you can
buy same goods else

where. Write for free Illustrated catalogue
giving Information on beekeeping. We seU
produced at the apiaries of
PI RF HilfJrY ourmembers. By freighter
I U 1 1 ! ' 1 1 U 1 L I parcei post. Ask for prices.
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS ASS'li

ni nr

Hlrr

I II

L

1440 Market Street, Denver, Colo.
New and second hand pipe, all sizes and
kinds, at HAVBNS BRÜ8. MFG. ANE
SUPPLY CO., 1024 Wazee t.,Devai
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Santa Fé Man Accused of Attempt to
Hide Assets by Transferring
Real Estate.

vertjhoijs)cmk

,

23-2-

5.

Fishing
Pecos.

Is

reported

the

good in
i

Quay
county has ninety-eigh- t
schools.
Endee has a good roads association
forty strong.
Raton will spend $300,000 for a
new municipal water plant.
The United States spends $100,000
annually on its surveys in New Mexico.

Sheep men claim that this is the
best year they have had for ten years
past.
The dates for the Farmington Fair
have been fixed for September 16, 17
and 18.
Artesia shipped three cars of tomatoes to El Paso for consumption by
the soldiers.
The State Teachers' Association will
meet in annual convention at Albuquerque Nov.
C. D. Miller, late state engineer, is
engaged in developing a large irrigation enterprise near Tularosa.
The town of Texico, Union county,'
will vote on prohibiting the sale of
liquor in the place on June 9th.
The State Corporation Commission
has announced that the Silver City
depot case will be continued to June
23-2- 5.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Suit to recover
$141,800 was brought in the District
Court for Santa Fé county by two
Colorado corporations against an Albuquerque man, who Is charged with
signing over. his reál estate holdings
to a Missouri company for the purpose
of hiding his assets. The suit is that of the Antero Val
ley Land Company and the Farmers
Land Investment Company of Colorado, against B. C. Robinson, en whom
service was had in Albuquerque.
The complaint sets out that defend
ant under representations that are de
cked to be false, sold to H. C. Ford,
who was associated with Rufus Coy,
3,500 acres of irrigated lands and water rights in Adams county for the
$25,000 cash and five notes of $19,360
each, which land, plaintiffs now assert,
are worth only $10 an acrei
Ford and Coy organized the plaintiff companies and transferred their
holdings to them and these, represented by Arthur Ponsford and Charles F.
Camine of Denver, now sue for the
repayment of $25,000 and interest on
the cancellation of the notes and damages to the amount of $20,000 additional.

Santa Fé, N.

M.'

7í

i-

delicious.

Thirst-quenchi- ng

f'
ana rerresmng.
1

The national beverage

yours.

and

,

opened and the contents were found a preliminary hearing before "Justice
to be uninjured.
of the Peace C. C. Rogers and held to
next grand jury in the sum of $1,
big
the
on
being
the
rushed
Work is
plant of the Magdalena "Light and 000 bond each, which was furnished
Power Company at the hustling Socor- The arrest of these women is one of
the biggest sensations in the history
ro county town.
of Deming, a3 both are prominent,
A petition In bankruptcy was filled
Mrs. Heath being the wife of the chairat Santa Fé by Said Faris, a merchant man of the county road board. The
of Pena Blanca. The petitioner gives
complaining witness is attorney It. B.
his debts at $2,368.42 and his assets Ryan of Silver City, representing the
at $955.
Clark estate and also several insurCapt. Cooney of Santa F. has been ance companies interested.
hunting for a mine for twenty-fiv- e
years that carries $15,000 ore, and
Custer Captive Sentenced.
thinks that this time he has struck
Santa Fé. Claiming he was a memthe, lead.
ber
of Lawton's expedition which capGovernor William C. McDonald has
named the following notaries public: tured Gerónimo, Alexander Robinson,
Apache, inAbel Sandoval, Chamisal, Taos coun- alias Pablo Sandoval, an
ty; James H. Jackson, of Artesia, Ed- dicted for the murder of Francis
dy county; Ruth E. Garrison, Gallup, Morujo, an Isleta Indian, withdrew his
plea of" not guilty of murder and
McKinley county.
pleaded guilty to voluntary manAccording to reliable information slaughter. He was sentenced to a
Henry Daniels, colored, who in 1896 term of three years in the penitenkilled two men In Silver City and who, tiary and fined $500 by Federal Judge
after his release from the penitentiary W. H. Pope.
r
killed another at Mogollón, finally
came to a violent death in Torreón.
Contract Cancelled.
The Elizabethtown mining district
Santa Fé The state, it Is underin Colfax county, one of the oldest in
the west, promises to again become as stood, has cancelled the contract for
the sale of some 12,000 acres of state
active as in the olden days when
lions upon millions of the yellow gold timberlands in McKinley county, the
metal were taken out of the Mother contract having been made in 1905 by
Land Commisioner A. A. Keen. It is
Earth.
corporation
Michigan
The Carlsbad Rod and Gun Club haa claimed the
land has
the
for
contracted
which
petitions printed for circulation all
otherwise
or
any
timber
to
cut
failed
over the state, asking the senators
comply with the conditions imposed.
and representatives of New Mexico to
endeavor to have Congress change the
open season for ducks and geese In
Boy Slays Man; Accident Is Plea.
New Mexico.
District Attorney
Albuquerque.
The Ben Brookshier school section, Manuel U. Vigil ordered an investiganorthwest of Clovis and 120 head of tion into the death at Rio Puerco of a
cattle, was recently sold to J. Simp sheepshearer named Anzares, supson of Gray county, Kan. Mr. Simp-- ' posedly killed by ah accidental shot
son paid $7,000 cash for the property from a rifle' in the hands of a young
and will stock the ranch with high son of Benito Savedra, a wealthy
sheep owner.
.
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COMPANY
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Atlanta, Ga.

.

Coca-Col- a.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Against Advertising!
"Why don't you advertise?" asked
'the editor of the home paper. "Don't
you believe in advertising?"

Prompt Relief Permanent Cure

"I'm agin advertising," replied the
proprietor of the Hayville Racket
store.
"But why are you against it?" asked
the editor.
"It keeps a feller too durn busy,"
replied the proprietor. "I advertised
in a newspaper one time about ten
years ago, and I never even got time1
to go fishing."

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta
act surely
ble
but gently on
the liver.
Stop after

dinner

nTL

SWIM

1

1V

I

I"

distr-

rtuuu
Genuine must bear Signature

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL

(JaffiÍZí2W.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics la

Not Angels.
"Do you have any trouble keeping;!

ings."

A

improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Ysars.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoriaf
-

We're Just human

jt.
II

ess-cure

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that its

a servant?"
"Of course.

t

J

Important to Mothers

,

name-Nickaa-

substitution.

encourage

-

.

and keenly

igorously good

A

Demand the genuine by full

Women Held on Arson Charge.
Deming. Mrs. Helen R. Heath and
Los Lunas, Valencia, Los Lentes,
Valenin
Margaret Crowell, charged with
Mrs.
towns
all
Tome,
and
Paralta
cia county, went wet in local option setting fire to the Clark block on the
elections.
night of May 9 and thus starting the
Nadisastrous fire which destroyed nearly
The big vault" of 'the Deming
was
tional bank, destroyed by fire,
$200,000 worth of property, were given

26.

Jffllatisdrtnk
JKOomanspriñk

County Fair at Farming- -'
Nov.
Meeting State Teachers'
Association at Albuquerque.
16-1-

SUE

CORPORATIONS
B. C. ROBINSON.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS.

Sept.
ton.

F0RS141.800

COLORADO

PEOPLE
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LADIES CAN WEAK SHOES
ths
smaller after using Allen's Foot-BasAntiseptic powder to be shaken Into the shoes.
tight or new shoes feel easy. Just the thing
mw...
iUl UIMiUi A.package, address Allen S.Olmsted, LeKoy, H.Í. Adv.y
One size

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

e,

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine Ills it has no equal.
Proved.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
"I've quit bettin' fer.good!"
Co. has recommended Paxtine
Medicine
j
,
"Bet you ain't!"
correspondence with
private
their
In
you
bet?"
"Bet I have! Wot'll
proves
Its superiority.
women, which
cured say
been
have
Women who
Three Flights Ud.
gold." At
weight
in
Its
"worth
"Still living in that antiquated '.flat J It is
box, or by mail.
large
50c.
druggists.
you occupied ten years ago, enr
The Paxton Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
"Yes, It's the same old story."
.

Join
AGENTS Sell the Grayson Food-tonour Contest, by ordering Sample, full partiaway
ar
giving
are
culars 25c prepaid. We
to oui
Automobile and other cash prizes free Wagli,
Agents. National Mfg. Co., Seattle,
g,

Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundre ss'
happy, makes clothes whiter than enow.
AJÍ good grocers. Adv.
his wild oats ne gets

a

ni?DC
bAUUnO

paper desiring
o' th'sanything
A
adverto bar
rye.jwltli,1
tised In its columns should insist upon having what
or
.
Utejr
cropi
ask lor, refusing all substitutes liuliatluu

' When a young man mixes

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N.

Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company

H, B. JONES.
C, L.

Dr. P. B.EVANS,

J.J.

Taylor, Mgr.

'.;'.'

IGNACIO MAESTAS,

C. E. Mo GINNIS,
W. H. FUQUA.

"

y

President,

JUSTICE. Cashier,
Attorney.

Directors,

';

Your Business

Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North

.

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines
Do your business by phone and get your answer

time and save telegraphic delays.

No

one knows your Business so well as you do Yourself

wrong in seeking a high rate of Interest
on your money, bnt you cannot go far wrong in
YOU

át same

g,o

calling on the

ROY TRUST and SAVINGS

HANK when you have funds to deposit,

Office and EXCHANGES AT

where yo.i are offered an ABSOLUTELY SAFE

ROY, N. M.

DEPOSITORY FOR YOUR FUNDS

And Interest

On Same at a Rate Consistent With Sound, ProfitLocal Busines
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Local Residence
$1.50 'per mo.,

able BANKING.

2J
Our Satisfied Patrons are our Best Advertisement.

Notice For Publication

1

of

July,

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Wm, G. Johnson
J. L. Hayes
Hal Warner
Mrs. Minnie Hays
All of Roy, N.M.
Paz Valverde,
4
Register,
6--

7--

6

Notice

.

For Publication

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N, M,
May29 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Phidelia
Sears, for the heirs of Ruf us Alonzo
Sears, Decceased of Mills', N.M.
who, on October 24, 1910 made HE.
435132 Serial No. 012313, fcr NEJ and
NWÍ Sec 14 Twp 23 N. Range 26 E.
N-P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
make final threeYear Proof to establish claim to the land above described
before P, H. Foster. U.S. Commission
er at his office at Roy, N. M., on the
14th day of July, .1914.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Abe Proctor
J C Spickert
Mrs, Nell Schlitz
Nate Tucker
6-- 6

7--

4

All of Mills, N. M,
Paz Valverde,
Register

Notice For Publication
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

M.

May 29 1914.
is
hereby
given that Phidelia
Notice
Sears, (Formerly Phidelia Sears Harrison) of Mills, N, M who on April
25, 1910 made HE 433632 Serial 011139
for SEi and SWi, Sec 14, Township
23 North Range 26 E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make firial three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F H Foster,
U.S. tíommissioneratxhis office at Roy
New Mexico on the 14 day of July,
,

1914.

Claimant names as witnesses,
Abe Proctor
J C Spickert
Mrs. Nell Schlitz
Nate Tucker

all

of Mills,. N. M.

Paz Valverde,

Register. .

.

i

-

ji

orcnara
lands, city resident or business
property, to buy, build, improve,
extend or refund mortgages or
other securities, terms reasonable, special privileges. Correspondence invited. Commonwealth Securities Loan Company
H 767 Gas & Electric Bldg., Den-er- ,
Colorado. 74'.) Henry Bldg..
eattle, Washington.
io

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land office at Clayton, N. M.
May 21)1914.
Notice is hereby given that Leslie M
Walker of Roy N. M. who, on
July 5 Ml, made HE No. 752593
Se.No.'oi3475for lots 5,6,11,12 andSWJ
Section Towpship 20 North,
Range 27 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of Intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before F.H.
S. Commissioner,
at,
Foster U.
13
M.
office
Roy,N.
at
day
on the
his'

r
loans on iarms,

t

The proposition of

6

We Want Your Business.

The

Roy Trust and

Servings Bervk,

ROY

of

per cent

Loans obtainable with special
privileges and on reasonable
terms to remove incumbrance
rom real estate; or to improve
and buy farm, orchard and city
property, may be had by addres

HE

3

c

3fg

ft

1 E

SEE

sing DcpV R. E.1527Busch Bl'.
Dallas, Texas

THE HOME OF

Desert Claims
The Commissioner of the General
Land Office has issued recent supplemental instructions in regard to
desert land entries, requiring all applicants at the time of filing their
desert land declaration to also file plans
describing in detail the source of
water supply, character of irrigation
works constructed, in course of construction, or proposed to be constructed, that is, reservoirs for storage,
canals, flumes or other methods by
which water is to be conveyed to the
land; or if by diversion, the nature of
the flow of s streams or springs,
whether perenially flowing or intermittent. It must be shown whether
the irrigation works are by an irrigation district, a corporation, an association or by the applicant himself
If
the works have not' been constructed
a general statement as to the propoa- cu yickiif vv"c;iiiici ouivcjrs auu lUVcaC
igations have been made, and by whom
to demonstrate the existance of a
sufficient water supply.
If . irrigation
is to be by artesian wells or pumping
from underground eourves, evidence
must be submitted as to the existence
of such water supply. In this connection a specified showing must be
made as to the elevation of the land,
character of the soil and to what point
upon the tract the ditch or lateral is
to be extended, The Map required to
be filed must be sufficiently definite to
show a practicable and feasible plan
for conducting water to the land to be

irrigated,

Quality Groceries

Id .call

Grocery

Sells everything good to

eat. Our prices are
always right.
A Modern Meat Market
A Model Bakery

F. A. ROY. Manager.
Roy,
1L

3

1

3 C

N. M.
ID
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Healthfe
By

ALBERT 8. GRAY, M.

.

D.

s
(Copyright,

LIFE

1914, by

A. S. Gray)

,

INDIVIDCONSERVATION
UAL OBLIGATION TO
THE RACE.

United States senate document No.
Sixty-fircongress, entitled "National Vitality, Its Wastes and
being an extract from the
report of the national conservation
commission, states: "From these data
it is found that 15 years at least could
be at once added to the average human lifetime by applying the science
of preventing disease." And again:
"The estimate of 15 years as the possible prolongation of life is merely a
'
minimum estimate."
This report, ordered printed and issued by the government printing office,
Washington, D. C, for some reason
has received but limited attention.
In view of the fact that the pressing
need of humanity is better health,
greater efficiency and longer life and
that the most Insistent demand of this
age is for a means of attaining these
three things, it would appear that
there must have been insufficient publicity given the report. Further, the
fact that only recently Rlttenhouse
clearly showed that in this country the
chances of untimely death after one
has passed the ago of forty are increasing, in contrast with a stationary
or even a slightly decreasing death
rate for the same ages in some European countries, makes an emphatic
and a patriotic demand for aggressive
publicity of causes, to the end that a
grave economic loss to our nation
through such unnecessary sacrifice
may be checked.
419,

st

Con-serration-,"

,

never lived. But I have seen several
entirely sincere people who thought
they were permanent seekers after
truth. They sought diligently, ; persistently, carefully, cautiously, profoundly, with perfect honesty and nicely adjusted judgment until they believed that without doubt or question
they had found the truth. That was
the end of the search. The man spent
the rest of his life hunting up shingles wherewith to protect his truth
from the weather. If he were seeking
after political truth newfound it in one
or the other of the political gospels
which govern men on the earth; if he
were seeking the only true religion he
found it in one or the other of the
3,000 that are on the market In any
case when he found the truth he
Bought no further, but from that day
forth, with his soldering iron 'in one
hand and his bludgeon in the other, he
tinkered its leaks and reasoned with
objectors."
That is a fair statement of the
mental attitude of most of us. Our
and unminds are not
less we are careful to remember that
even the, north star is not fixed, but is
in constant motion. Inertia grips us
and makes It difficult for us to advance from truth to truth with the
same freedom and enjoyment we experience in recognizing and appreciating the changing landscape at each
turn in a road we may be traveling.
Of course our brand of truth is THE
TRUTH, measured by the facts as
seen from our particular point of view.
But like the old Scotchman who frankly admitted he was very reasonable
and easy to convince but would like
to meet the man who could convince
him, we are prone to refuse to see
and easily become constitutional
"standpatters" and rather inclined to
be proud of our intellectual blindness.

'

self-propelli-

,

Biological law and the general experience of expert breeders of plant,
bird and animal prove conclusively
that good health and efficiency are the
result of intelligent breeding and care
during the development period. Type,
the hereditary result of breeding, is
an important factor In efficiency and
in the predisposition to disease but
the care received after birth, the environment; is by far the most vital
factor in the cause of those minor ailments which the above mentioned conservation report shows cost the average "well man" five days a year from
work and which serve' to sensitize
him for the reception and development
of disease resulting in premaEach individual is a link in an un- ture
death.
broken chain of life extending back to
the beginning, and he enjoys life today
ENVIRONMENT.
only by virtue of the fact that each
ancestor in the long line possessed
that is contained Inside our skin
the "will to live and the intelligence at All
is heredity; all that touches
birth
and courage to grasp and to use such
any
way influences us after birth
in
or
means as were then available to comenvironment
bat untoward conditions, thereby be- is The
Century dictionary defines ening enabled to reproduce strong offas: "The act of surroundvironment
spring. Continuation of the line of
aggregate
of surrounding
the'
ing;
life places the same obligation on the
things
or
conditions."
present generation.
Our food, our clothes, our house, our
That there is a definite government work,
our amusements, our studies,
of this universe is generally admitted.
our
friends and the climate we live in,
Matter is not scattered at random, but
one
and all are environment Enviin accordance with orderly and filed
may be good or bad accordronment
laws, and it is in accordance with all
ing
to raise or lower us in
as
tends
it
that we know of the rest of the world the
efficiency
and happiness.
of
scale
that there should be agreement beDirty
la
milk
environment.
bad
tween one portion of sensitive creaInsufficient ventilation is bad envition and another portion, in all matronment.
ters and at all points. This explains
Too much clothing is bad environthose close and remarkable analogies
ment.
so frequently noted by independent inTight shoes is bad environment
vestigators in every department, and
An incompetent teacher is bad en
makes clear how we may measure the
vironment.
by
unknown by the known, the whole
Too much or too little of anything
the part.
Is
bad environment
The Greeks loved hypothesis and
we see, hear, feel, smell
Everything
disdained facts, and we in this age are
environment,
and each is
is
or
taste
not in any great degree, if at all, sudevelopment
to
our
influence
certain
Aprespect.
perior to them in this
parently, the thing we most strenu- and determine to some degree whether
ously endeavor not to see is "the we shall have good or bad health.
We inherit tendencies, and envitruth, the whole truth and nothing but
develops or checks them, be
ronment
the truth."
or disease, in exact rathey
health
for
Mark Twain in ', his quaint and
of the impressions reto
sum
the
tio
humorous tiut very sound and wholeexperience. We are
our
sulting
from
up
the situation in
some style sums
or well, good or
potentially
sick
born
always
are
"We
the following words:
hearing of people who are around seek- bad, and environment determines
ing after truth. I have never seen a which it shall be and the degree of the
.
permanent specimen. I think he has final result,
'

All unrestrained activity or normal
functions give rise to a sense of pleasure. We enjoy action along the lines
of our tendencies because they are
the lines of least resistance; they are
our "instincts" and are therefore easy
to follow. Life is motion, and therefore there Is joy in action, because it is
life. At a very early age the emotion
of joy arising from action is shown by
smiles and laughter in the human,
and by their equivalent, play, In the
brute. Action is the fundamental
foundation of all outdoor games and
amusement The pursuit, of pleasure
through functional activity is vigor
ously followed by all animals until
checked by unfavorable environment
conditions, and then resentment is
shown, because all restraint is de
structlve to the organism and all life
instinctively resists destruction.
Tendencies may be good or bad, and
bad tendencies should be restrained,
submerged and destroyed. That mar
has risen far above the brute, that our
present civilization has been achieved
step by step, is proof positive of the
destructive power of restraint on bad
tendencies, and is also proof that uncondition!
environment
favorable
may easily destroy the desirable qua!
lties. Hence the necessity of recog
nizing tendencies to the end that wt
may intelligently adapt environment
to our requirements for the conservation of our energies.
s
The discovery of
property of matter far beyond our abll
ity to sense without assistance, has
opened the minds of the scientific
world to the belief that undoubtedly
the primary sources of natural energy
by virtue of which the universe keepi
going over Immense periods of time
are to be found not In the great masses
of glowing matter dotting the heavens,
nor In any of the relations between
energy and matter In bulk, but in the
individual atoms out of which bulk it
made up.
And so, too, the key to the prevention of disease and the promotion ol
human health and happiness undoubt
edly lies in the little things: 'in the
conservation bf the enormous amount
of energy, lost through apparently
trivial irritations and insignificant
friction constantly Ignored, but the
effects of which slowly accumulate
until in the aggregate there la a powei
sufficient to overwhelm the stoutest
These are now. levying an appalling
tax on our economic efficiency and
happiness.
The study of environment Is reallj
worth while.
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Not for the Paupers.
The last word in comfort for the
poor has been reached! "Telephones
in a Workhouse" reads the heading to
a paragraph in the newspapers, and
underneath ft Is Btated that at a cost
of $2,500 the Lambeth, England, guardians have decided to arrange for a
complete telephone system. Here Is
newB for Weary Willie and Tired Tim,
those comic heroes of our youth. One
can imagine them hurrying to their
favorite home of rest, content to board
there and leave the dusty country
roads behind them now that the last
details to minister to their creature
comforts has been' installed. Telephones in the workhouse is all that
was needed to make a sojourn there
a delightful episode. Unfortunately
for the realization of Weary- Willie's
hopes the announcement was rather
ambiguously expressed. On closer inquiry it seems that the telephone system is to be Installed not in the workhouse, but in the workhouse infirm- an- .1
-

Signs of a Winner.
"Does your wife win at bridge?"
"I don't know for sure," replied Mr.
Meekton, "but I think so. The women
all look as if they disliked her very
much, but they keep on Inviting her
to play."

Not on That Occasion.
Distance lends enchantment but
not when "you're taking your gir!
home in a taxicab. New York'Trlb
une.

L

BE

MAY

WELL

HOUSEWIFE'S PRIDE.

Requires Some Care and Time, But
Is Sure to Delight the Guests at
Afternoon Tea or Other
Social Function.
By LIDA AMES WILLIS.
Some charming hostesses have discovered the possibilities of the waffle
iron as a means of social enjoyment

and refection for their house or country club parties.
The possessor of an electric waffle
Iron, who has mastered the art of making a dainty, tender delicious waffle,
may dispense these artistically shaped
pancakes to the delight of her guests,
while they consume them pari passu
as they are baked. For under no circumstance must a waffle be kept waiting, as it deteriorates in both flavor
and texture by standing. If you have
never eaten a really, truly delectable
waffle, there is one new and delightful
sensation in store for you. If you
had a Dutch grandmother, or hold In
your possession the favorite gauffer recipe of a French provincial dame or
If by chance you hail from Dixie land,
But
you have your own
If waffles are not a part of your family culinary history you may inake your
choice from a long and varied list gathered from far ánd near. The waffle
probably had Its origin in the chaup-pattee-s
or stonecake of the Hindoos,
an elementary preparation of flour for
human food, which developed with the
advance of civilization and culinary
art through various stages until It has
reached the forms of girdle or griddle
cake which' is similar to pancake, and
the more epicurean and delicate waffle or gauffer.
. Cider With Waffles. This is an approved beverage to serve at a waffle party. It may be served from botcider
tles, or mulled, or
cup, or as a sirup for the waffles. To
make the sirup allow a pint of granulated sugar to a quart of rather hard
cider and boil until the consistency of
maple sirup.
Variations of Waffle Batter. The variations are numerous, but the important feature is to keep the batter fluid
so it will easily run smoothly over the
waffle iron. The rising of waffles may
be effected by the addition of whipped
white of egg or whipped cream to the
batter as in fancy waffles and the
French sweet gauffers.
Hippen or Hlepen. These are but
another form of the waffle or gauffers.
They are baked on small irons, marked
with a fancy pattern but not honeycombed like the plain waffle iron. The
same batter may be used, or their com
position may be more that or an almond confection.
If you are an amateur or have a
number to serve from one or two Irons,
do not attempt any but plainer forms.
These, when properly compounded and
baked are quite delicious enough to
create good appetite "with the éatlng
and keep your Iron hot for a considerable length of time. Have a sufficient amount of batter made before
you begin your baking. It will keep
well in a cold place, unless you have
a maid who is a waffle artist to replenish the supply.
chef-d'ouvr-

e.

Tomato Soup.
This may be made from the cooked
tomatoes left from yesterday's dinner
from cannéd or fresh ones. Use
stock from any meat for the foundation, put in the tomatoes and cook up
thoroughly; season and serve with
Or another
hot toasted crackerB.
recipe preferred by some is:
Boil a can of tomatoes, strain, add a
helf level teaspoonful of soda and put
on again to cook with a quart of milk,
butter the size of a large egg; salt and
pepper to taste. When this comes to
a boil"remove from the fire and serve
At once with hot crackers.
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Dr. S. Locke, D, D. S.

Of

I

60 cts. A MONTH
BY MAIL

For Pleasant View Schoolhouse

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

-

Notice
keep my 4 Standard
Bred Trotting and Pacing
Stallions for service at the
Frank Sheltren farm two
I will

miles northwest of Roy, N.M,
after April 10, 1914.
J. M. George.
.'"

fWcZDl
Notice of Contest.

of concrete blocks to be manufactured on the premises, the sand, gravel
and water for their manufacture to be
delivered on the building site by the
said Board of Directors.
Done this 27th day of May 1913,
J. L. Campbell Chairman
?.. W. Eoulware Clerk
J. W, Johnson Director
School District No. 43, Mora Co N. M.

11-T--

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

Notice for Sealed Bids

v;-

F.

Burbank Seed Potatoes 4c per
lb. in 100 lb. lots $3.75 Goodman

fool?" Cass "That's what troubles
me. If your supposition Is correct,
and therethen you are a
fore you cannot be a fool; and yet-w- ell,
you understand."
mind-reade-

r,

Largest

,

X-Ra-

Coil in N. M

y

Graduate Nurses.

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

TUCUMCARI,

:

:

N. M

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
C. A. ARMOUR, ProD.

New Bath Room and
date Fixtures.

up-t- o

A modern Barber Shop.

12

May, 18, 1914.
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The Weekly in Northeastern
Best

New Mexico

$1.50 PER YEAR
We Do All Kinds of

OB' WORK
SUCH AS
Letter Heads, Envelopes, Statements, Dodgers, Invitations;
Business Cards, Announcements, Programs,
Calling Cards, Legal Blanks,

and all

Book

Classes of Fancy

Printing

,

BRING US YOUR WORK

The

Spanish-America- n

ROY, N. M.

,

;

No Doubt About What He Meant.
Bass "I suppose you think I'm a

Modern Equipment,

.

To William M. Adamson, of Celina,
Texas, Contestee:
Youare hereby notified, that Mary
Bailey, who gives Roy, New Mexico,
e
as her
address, did on May
16. 1914, file in this office her dulv
corroborated application to contest
,and secure the cancellation of your
Homestead Entry, No. 23012, Ser
ial No. 0(5272. made Feb. 0, 1908, for
the SEJ, Sec. 10, Twp. 2lN , ling 27E
JNMP. Meridian, and as grounds for
her contest she alleges that William
N. Adamson, has wholly failed to
comply with the law under which he is
seeking title; thathe has wholly abandoned his said H. E.j thathe has fail
ed to reside upon, cultivate or Improve the same; that the above mentioned defects exist and have existed
for more- - than
Two years last
past and up to the date hereof.
You are, therefore, further notified
that the said allegations will be taken
by this office as having been confessed
by you, and your said entry will be
canceled thereunder without your fur
ther right to be heard therein, either
before this office or on appeal,, if you
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below your an
swer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations
of contest, or if you fail within that
time to file in this office due proof that
you have served a copy of your answer on the said contestant either in
person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant
in person, proof of such service must
be either the said contestant's writteri
acknowledgment of his receipt of the
copy, showing the date of its receipt,
or the affidavit of the person by whom
the delivery was made stating when
and where the copy was delivered; if
made by registered mail, proof of
such service must consist of the affi
davit of the person by whom the copy
was mailed stating when and the post-offito which It was mailed, and this
affidavit must be accompanied by the
postmaster's receipt for the letter.
You should state in your answer
e
the name of the
to which
you desire future notices to be seat to
you.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
Date of 1st publication May 30,1914
" 2nd
" June. 6, 1Í14.
" 3rd
"
"
13,1914.
"
"
" 20,1914,
4th
'
5th
27,1914,
post-offic-

Business Cards

ty.

Office with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.

Notice is hereby given by the Board
of School Directors of Independent
School District Number 43, County of
Mora and state of New Mexico That
pursuant to a resolution duly passed
by said School Board, Sealed Bids
will be received by the Secretary of
said Board at th office of the Spanish
American, at Roy, N. M. at any time
prior to Noon on the 15th day of June
1914 for the construction work upon a
new School BuildiDg to be erected by
said Board within and for said school
district, said bids to be sealed and
marked "School Bids" and to remain
sealed until one oclock P. M. on the
15th day of June, 1914 when they will
be publicly opened at the office of the
said Spanish-America- n
in Roy, N. M.
at which time and plac said construction work will be awarded to the lowest and bést bidder who shall then and
there enter into a written agreement
to perform said construction work in
a good and workmanlike manner and
according to the plans and specifications and to furnish a sufficient bond
for the faithful execution .and completion therepf. The right is reserved to
.
reject any or all bids.
Said building is to be constructed of

Tí

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics and wears the
collar of no political par-

Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

30E

p

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL Tucumcari
Hospital

Will be in ROY July 12th
to 19th to do your Dental work.

O CZD

7
H.

A. L.

Hanson,
Deputy State Game Warden
Hunting Licenses Executed
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts oils
his own property or elsewhere.
wJtúwi'

.b

in

Labor la so cheap in
It coes net pay to buy
ad coolies will cut the
small sickle or knife at
--

irmidaa.
Trinidad that
lawn mowers,

Does Friendship Do This?

"It may lie true for some natures as
Leonardo said, that ''if you are alone

grass with a
a trifling cost you belong wholly to yourself; if you
have a companion, you belong only
half to yourself;' but it is certainly
Cally Reminder. '
not so with "me. With me friendship
No matter how the other marketl never divides; it multiplies. A friend
fluctuate, good, old, common, ever? always makes me more than I am, bet
'
day politeness is .still quoted at th ter than I am, bigger than I am. We
'
same figures.
two make fow, or fifteen, cr forty.
American Magazine.

i

THE

CAPTAIN
KENDALL

FOREIGN

BLAMED

TELLS STORY OF

PRESS WRECK AT
ONER'S INQUEST.

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, the actress,
frho is on tour, was reported seriously
111 at Liege, in dispatches
received at

EM-

COR- -

PLACED UNDER ARREST
SERVED

WARRANT

ON

COLLIER

AS SOON AS SHE DOCKS
,
AT, MONTREAL.
Western Newspaper Union New Service.

Montreal, June 1. With her bows
crumpled In and twisted,; jmd a gap
showing on the port Bide only a foot
or bo aJbove the water-line- ,
mute
of the tragedy in which she figured, the Norwegian collier Storstad
docked here Sunday afternoon.
A few minutes later a warrant of arrest taken out by the Canadian Pacific
Railway, was nailed to her mainmast
by order of W: Simpson Walker,-K.C- .,
register of the Quebec Admiralty.
"By what authority do ypu come on
board my vessel áná place it under arrest?" Captain Anderson, commander
évi-den-

the collier, asked.''

'

,

,.

Himouski, Quebec. While final tab-- ,
ulatlons of the casualties in the sinking of the steamer Empress of Ireland
were being made Saturday, showing
that 403 of her passengers and crew
had been rescued and 964 had perished, Captain Henry George Kendall
of the liner was telling his story , of
the disaster at an inquiry conducted
by Coroner Pinaud here.
Captain ( Kendall", in substance declared that he had taken all possible
precautions against a collision. ' His
ship had been stopped, he gave the
requisite signals when the Danish .col- ...

whfh rlonlr trio hlnw.

llav Sfnrcfail

which sent the Empress to the bottom,
was still two miles away, but the collier had kept on through the fog which
settled soon , after the two vessels
sighted each other, and had rammed
the Empress while the latter was vir'
tually motionless.
Then, dpsnitft hia nlea to the master
of the collier that; he run his engines
full speed ahead, to keep the hole in
the liner's side plugged with the
bow, said Captain Kendall, the
Danish vessel backed away, the water
rushed in, and the Empress sank.
Captain Kendall, who stuck to the
bridge of hia ship to the last, and after
being picked up by a lifeboat aided in
saving a boatload of persons from
the wreck, took up his story of the
disaster from the point at which. the
Empress of Ireland, bound from Quebec for Liverpool, had dropped her pilot Thursday night at Father Point,
near which the disaster of Thursday
morning occurred.
Stor-stad'-

B

Funeral Ship Lands Wreck Victims.
Quebec.-r-Th- e
.
Canadian government
steamer Lady Grey brought from
Rimouski Sunday 188 bodies recovered
from the wreck of the Empress of Ireland. The historic heights overlooking the St. Lawrence were black with
spectators as the funeral ship moved
slowly up the river. Th coffins' were
carried ashore and the mournful work
of identification began without delay.
The Lady Grey was escorted by the
British armored cruiser Essex, and
fifty sailors from the war ship with
bared heads laid the, coffins in rows
on three tables stretched under the
freight sheds on the pier. The building was draped in black." Á crowd that
included many of the survivors and
relatives and friends of the dead
waited in silence for permission to
pass down the i aisles between the
rows of bodies.
,

.

.

.

Basse-wltz-Levetzo-

,

"By authority of the British Empire,"
curtly replied the deputy sheriff, commissioned to execute the warranty

Paris.
The primrose is to be the emblem
Df the French suffragettes.'
This decision was reached at a conference
representing 2,000 members, held in
Paris.
Miss Freda Graham, the suffragette
who smashed the Bellini paintings
and others in the National Gallery, in
London sessions was sentenced to six
'
months in prison.
Ada Rice, supposed to be a militant
suffragette, was arrested on Epsom
Downs after she had discharged a pistol loaded with blank cartridges at a
policeman. The policeman was slightly burned.
PJeas of guilty were handed down in
London by seven of the nine British
army officers and all the eight civilians charged in January last with
graft in connection with contracts for
supplying army canteens.
Earth shocks, which have been felt
daily since the disastrous earthquake
of May 8, became more accentuated at
Catania, Sicily. Rumors were circulated that hundreds had lost s their
lives in the outlying districts.
The engagement of Prince Oskar,
fifth Bon of the German Emperor
and Empress, to Countess von
maid, of honor to the
Empress, was announced at Potsdam.
The prince is 26 years old.
Sir Joseph Wilson Swan, inventor of
tho first Incandescent electric lamp,
died in London. He was eighty-siyears old and was born In Sunderland,
Eng. Sir Joseph also perfected the carbon process and the dry plate, which
revolutionized photography.
Mexicans arriving from the capital
at Vera "Cruz report that Jose Maria
Lozano, former minister of communications, and Querida Moheno, formerly foreign minister, but now supposed
to be holding the portfolio of commerce and Industry, are missing.
.

.

of
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Tough on ths Bears.
Some time ago Walter Shaw, known
as one of Gardiner's most persistent
wags, wrote a letter to the New York
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals. It was deplorable, he said,
the way the government men In charge
of the Yellowstone park treated the
wild animals. Their cruelty was
barbaric. Just to cite one instance, he said, these scoundrels did
not give the poor bears anything to
eat during the entire winter, when the
whole park is blanketed with snow.

ábso-lutel- y

Graphic word pictures of the terrors
of the Colorado 'strike war were painted in New York for the United States
commission on industrial relations by
wives, of two miners.
For the first time In the history of
national Decoration Day the Confederate veterans from the North Carplina
soldiers' home this year will attend
the exercises at the Union cemetery
in a body, headed by the Confederate
drum corps.
Mine taxation willbe! one of the
principal subjects under discussion at
the annual conference of the National
Tax Association, to be: held at Denver
Sept. 8 to 11, and C. M. Zander, chairman of the Arizona tax commission,
will be the chief speaker on that topic.
J. Pierpont Morgan characterized as
untrue the testimony of Charles S.
Mellen, former head of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford railroad, before the Interstate Commerce Commission in Washington, that J. Pierpont
Morgan concealed from Mellen facts
regarding the New Haven road which
Mellen should have known.
Declaring that so far as they are
able to ascertain, John D. Rockefeller,
Sr., had not returned a dollar of his
vast wealth during the year for taxation anywhere, not even New York,
Cuyahoga county tax commissioners of
Cleveland, Ohio, placed $311,226,347 of
the oil king's wealth on the state tax
list for taxation at $1.41 per $1,000.
According to a Baltimore dispatch,
the, official list of midshipmen of the
first class shows that the number who
will graduate June 5 and be commissioned is 154. First honors will be
taken by Midshipman Edward Ells-berof Colorado City, Colo. Another
.

;

g

Colorado boy who will be up among
the! ten highest honor midshipmen is
Fred E. Pelton. Another Colorado boy
who will graduate is Adrian R. Mar
.'
ron.'

AGI1ESAND PAINS
Have All Gone Since Taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Pa."

Terre Hill,
Kindly permit me
to give you my testimonial in favor of
Lydia E. Pinkham a
The society Immediately started an
Vegetable ComInvestigation, beginning at the office
R'DfS-J&i- S
pound. When I first
secretary
of the
of the Interior. Such
began taking it I
cruelty must be stopped. It pressed its
was suffering from
investigation until some friendly natfemale troubles for
uralist told them that bears hibernate
some time and had
all winter.
almost all kinds of
aches pains in lowTerrible to Contemplate.
er part of back and
A distinguished member of the Engin Bides, and presslish bar was once sojourning at a farm
ing down pains. I
in the West of Scotland. One morncould not sleep and
ing the farmer asked him to go out had no appetite. Since I have taken
and have a shot or two at the rab- Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Combits, which were very plentiful. The pound the aches and pains are all gone
learned lawyer went, and he blazed and I feel like a new woman. I cannot
away for a whole afternoon, but with- praise your medfcine too highly. "Mrs.
out singeing the hair of a rabbit. The Augustus Lyon, Terre Hill, Pa.
sportsman
farmer and the would-bIt is true that nature and a woman's
returned home, the former silent and work nas produced the grandest remedy
disappointed. At last an idea struck for woman's ills that the world has
him.
ever known. From the roots and
," he exclaimed, clapping herbs of the field, Lydia E. Pinkham,
"Mr. S
his companion on the back, "supposin' forty years ago, gave to womankind
ane o' thae rabbits had turned on ye, a remedy for their peculiar ills which
whajt wud ye hae dune?"
has proved more efficacious than any
other combination of drugs ever compounded, and today Lydia E. Pinkham's
The New Cook.
arguSharp
Vegetable Compound is recognized
Williams,
Senator John
I
l
ing against suffrage at a tea in Wash- irom coast to coast as 1L
ue eianuaxu
remedy for woman's ills.
ington, said, with a smile:
"These feminists know less about
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
the nature of woman than the new Mass., are files containing hundreds of
cook knew about cooking.
thousands of letters from women seek"'Martha,' said the mistress to the ing health many of them openly state
new cóok, T thought I told you we'd over their own signatures that they have
have curried chicken for dinner.'
regained their health by taking Lydia
"'Yes'm,' the new cook answered, E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound;
'but the hostler was busy and I ain't and in some cases that it has saved them
from surgical operations.
no hand with a currycomb.' "
!!

li
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GENERAL

MRS. LYON'S

MOTHER-IN-LA-

A young woman out in la. found a
wise, good friend in her mother-in-law- ,
jokes notwithstanding. She writes:
"I was greatly troubled with my
stomach, complexion was blotchy and
yellow. After meals I often suffered
sharp pains and wpuld have to lie
down. My mother often told me It
was the coffee I drank at meals. But
when I'd quit coffee I'd have a severe
headache.
I
"While visiting my mother-in-laremarked that she always made such
good coffee, and asked her to tell me
how. She laughed and told me It was
easy to make good 'coffee' when you
use Postum.
"I began to use Postum as soon as I
got home, and now we have the same
good 'coffee' (Postum) every day, and
I'have no more trouble. Indigestion
is a thing of the past, and my complexion has cleared up beautifully.
"My grandmother suffered a great
deal with her stomach. Her doctor
told her to leave off coffee. She then
took tea but that was just as bad.
"She finally was Induced to try Postum which she has used for over a
year. She traveled during the winter
over the greater part of Iowa, visiting,
something she had not been able to
do for years. She says she owes her
present good health to Postum."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
,"

in pkgs."

Postum now comes in. two forms:
Regular Postum must be well
boiled. 15c and 25c packages.
,.'
Instant Postum is a soluble powder." A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverage
Instantly. 30c and BOc tins..
The cost per cup of both kinds is
about the same.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
cold by Grocers.

--

a STOSS

W

Proved a Wise, Good Friend.

Well-ville-

X.

1

AftoEaiing
is not usually caused from
what one eats but from food

not properly digested and
cessive fermentation.

ex-

Stop Fermentation
and you will not

suffeir witH

Indigestion of the stomach and
Intestines, for Indigestion affects the other organs of 4he)
body which makes

it

necessary

to aid imperfect Digestion,
Booth-Overto-

n

Dyspepsia
Tablets

;

Immediately Relievo
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Belching Gas and Sour
Stomach. Buy a 5Q cent bot-

tle at your druggist's, safe in
the belief if the tablets do not
help you

H

Money Refunded
A trial box of six tablets will
be sent direct from our office
on receipt of 10 cents,

Coi

Booth-Overto- n

11 Broadway. New Yosfe
.

v'

,

a
'

PARKER'S

i

HAIR

BALSAM

A toilet preparation of merit.
Helpe to eradicate dandruff.

For Restoring Color and
or Faded Hair.
tOo.andtOOatDrugglt.

i Beauty to Gray

.
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THE CPÁHI2H.AMEItIOA2?.
Mr. Thompson, whqhas been

Notice For Publication.
apprentice
an
under Andy Hern
Department of the Interior,
as a prospective Section foreman, received V deserved pro- U. S. Land Office, at Clayton, N, M
motion this week and left for AbApr. 23 1914.
bott Monday to assume control Notice is hereby given that Seth E,
of
there. The R. R Paxton, of Roy, N. M. who on Oet. 15
No. 01709
T. J, Cress, of Denver, has Co. has made nó mistake in 1908, made HE, 9, Tirp.Serial
20
N
Eg 28E
forSWiSec.
been in this Ticinity the past choosing him for one of their re N.M. P.- Meridian, háa filed notice of in
week settling some áccounts left sponsible servants. He is the tention to make five Year proof, to establish claim to the land above descri
over from his former .business reliable kind. H
bed, before U. S. Commissioner F. H
venture at - Mills. He hás not
Wilcott Russel is having a boat rosier aims omceatKoy, w. M. on
settled pérmamently as yet but
the II;' day of June, 1914.
thinks he rill remain in Denver built at the Variety Machine
Claimant names as witnesses,
works shop. It is to be used as a
arid go into business.
pleasure craft on Laguna Seca. L E Alldredge.
E W Paxton
Miss Blanche Kitchell left He will charge so.muchperhonr LilMWampler Benjamin WSturHs,
Monday for Las Vegas to attend for taking fishing parties out on
all of Roy, N.M.
Normal. She will teach school the lake.
PazValverda,
again this winter.
Re&risUr.

PERSONAL and!
LOCAL
t

the-sectio-

-

'

M. S. Berentz and son, Alex,

were down from Mills Monday to
meet Abel Madrid and adjust a

; Randolph Crouse and wife ar
Notice For Publication
rived from Albuquerque this
week and are a,t home on their Department of the Interior,
claim near the parental Crouse
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M
ranch. Little" Mrs. Crouse is
May, 22, 1914.
taking Miss Jessie's place as Notice is hereby given that Paul E,
Cow Boy" and permitted the Anderson, of Roy, N. M. who, on
latter to come to, itowii Monday. Feb, 10 1910, May 23, 1910, mad HE

difference arising from their
haying taken some poles off of
land owned by Juan Navarro, of
which Madrid is agent. They
very sensibly settled the matter
out of court. Mr. Berentzvtfot .The. sigfyt of an old fashioned
the timber thinking it to be on home made kite flying high in
government land.
the air .over, Roy this week forces

Serial Nos. 010437 and
forSEi-NWJ;NE-SW-

i;

011397

Sl-N-

m

and

EJ

the SEJ, Sec. 24, Twp. 20 N.
Kange 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
us to naneoacK to tne days wnen three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before F. H.
A, R. Davis and Tom Scott we vieóVwith others who are
loste, U.S. Commissioner, at his
traded farms last week. Davis hot now flying kités for suprem offi.ce at Roy, N. M. on the 6th day of

i

got 80 acres of the Fred Brown
homestesd and some cows and
horses in exchange for the Efud
Tyndall claim. It is good trade
for both as it gives Mr, Scot a
good well and some fine7 pasture
and locatesDayis nearer

i
i

cn.'

Miss Grace Collins left Monday
for Las Vegas where she will attend Normal Institute for ; the
next two months. Her mother ac
companied her as far as Maxwell and will visit her daughter,
Mrs Pelphry, and familv for a
time.
D. EílaRomíne returned
from Óoífónwóbd Falls, .' Kansas
Saturday :án'd Will 'live here until'
time to return for her school
this fall, Shereports the weath-

Mri

er very not'in Kansas and is glad
to getr back' tó the cool nights and
sunny? ,jj"ys of New México.
'

Leibert, of Mills was in
tow Monday and called to pay
a yéárstax on the S A. He is getting chestier than eer since .the
rainá have put a new face on the
country and is a. good booster, a- ,T.!H.

M rf.Váfr aná

acy inthis same game. There July 1314
is just as much satisfaction in
Claimant names as witnesses:
flying your kite the: highest as Mrs. Martin Rhyne J. L. Anderson
there is in amassing the biggest J. W. Johnson
Frank Seidel,

fortyhe.or attainig the highest
planes of political or social: en-

All of. Roy,

:

Paz Valverde,

V
5-- 30

deavor.

N. M.

Price.

Rwister.

6-- 27

;

For That 4th
of July Suit See
our Mid-Sumer Reduction
Pricec.
They
are from $2,00
to 5.00 les
than Regular
.

Made

Notice For Publication

Tó;Yoürfa-:!,TheFord is my áúto; I shall
Department of the interior,
not want , It maketh me to lie U. S. Land Office
at Clayton, N. M. dividual
i
irj the muddy roads; it leadeth
May. 16, 1914,
...
E.
me into much trouble. .It draw- - Notice is hereby given that charles
eth on my purse; I go into the H, Watherill, of Mills, N. M, who.
OUitS
paths of debt for its sake. Yea on Feb. 24,1908 Aug. 21, 1912, made HE.
23527
tho I understand my Ford per tor and Additional Serial No. 015131
the NWi.Sec,
NEi.Sec.27 Geo. D. Miller,
fectly, I fear much evil, for the Twp. 22 N. Range 26,25 and
E. ' N. M. P.
radius rods of the axel might Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Notice for Publication
break. It has a blow-ou- t
in the to make final three year proof, to
claim
to the land above describ
presence of mine enemies, It an?
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S,
Department of the Interior,
npinteth my clothes- with 'igréase;
at his office at Roy, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton. N. M.
the radiator boileth over. .Sure; on the 6th day of July, 1914.
Apr. 17, 1914
ly this thing will not follow me Claimant names as witnesses. .
Clayton 017736.
all the days of ;my life; or I will Ed D. Lumhard
Michael S Bwintz,
Notice is hereby given that the
dwell iu the house of poverty for- - Orai Deaton
Gtorge Cochrane State of New Mexico has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
ever.
of Mills, N. M.

Measure,

;

Edward

so

Straiiii'l

!
VI.-

s

Agt

;

sh

Com-mission-

-

er

"

t

Áliss Shirley

.

;

Nutter

Paz Valverde,
ReeisUr.

accóm- -

,

panied her mother to Dawson Sat
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
urday arid visited her brothers
of the Interior
thejre
oe ojng 0n. tO Yegas Department
U S Land Office, Clayton, N M
to (Normal.
May 16 1914,
,4)1;.'
Notice is hereby given that John
Mrs. Katclrffeleft Monday for Bonomó; of Roy, N M, who, on Sept.
made Home
fíer .home, in Missouri after a yv 10 1908 Sept.'
stead entry 01146 & Add'I No. 012170
sit of several weekswith her son for 8Wi Section 8,and NW
Sec. 17
pain LVdicime ana aaugnier,ivirs. Twp 21 N Range 26 E,N M P Meridian
tVifl Hill,
he promised to re- has filed notice of intention' to make
proof to establish claim to.,
turn when; the 640 acre law pass-- ' Three-yethe
land
above
described before F H
es and take up claim.
0

27,-191-

daughters came
downfi?om Walsenburg Colorado
SuniaWijlly gone out tóhé
Heníy Stone ranch where they
will make their home this summer. IToungFarr is coming down
Foster, 'U S Commissioner at his 6f-soon to assist with the. cattle
Lficé in Roy N M on the" c6ttí dáy't;'oi,
7 Ready Made Garments.
.
ranch here, They are anticipatJuly, 19H.;;:;
.fliw í'rv'itv1&íing a busy and very pleasant We havef ust received an assort.Gla)iq.aiitname'swle)í
summer. We are glad to wel- ment of "''Middy-- ' Blouses; cfor W L Peiffer r ,r - fofo ña&ít
t ' Miry "Féásrér
come these people to Roy and girlís; neat pue ; piece dressesall s'atíf Fessler
all of Roy.NM
hope they will not adhere strict sizes; Child's romper and kilt
ly to their plan of staying in the!
Paz Valverde, Register
Floersheim Mercantile Co.
canyon all the time.
.

ar

SEi-SW- i,
NJ-NE-

J

WJ-SSl-N-

1910 and

S6.5,

SWÍ-SE- J

'

Sec. 7.

N.R. 26, É.
Section 34, Twb. 19 N.

Sec. 8, T.

18

Range 26E. N.M P.M.
.Containing 320 acres
The purpose of this notice is to
allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show It .to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objeetion to such selection with
the local officers for the land district
inwhich the land Is situated, to wit:
at he land office aforesaid and to es

-

"

;

J

;'

,

the acts suppler '
mentary and amendatory thereto the
ollowing public lands to wit- List 409 Serial 017736

of June 20,

-

...

11.8

To be. ...wWlahed ,1o, the.
Amerícáíir published at Roy,

risier. :....

Spanwh,-,- ,.

K

JÍ.
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THE

ANGORA GOAT RAISING QUITE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

GOWNS IN ALL COLORS

PROFITABLE

FABRICS FROM THE BRIGHTEST
TO THE PALEST HUES.
.'l,,vov.'.v.A

Seemingly No Costume Can Be Too
Gaudy to Have the Sanction of
Fashion Satin Frocks Strictly In the Vogue.
'

By MARY DEAN.
e
Undoubtedly, the taffeta
and three-piec- e
suits will be a feature
of the summer styles. Already the
shops seem to be crowded with such
suits.
An example was an exceedingly
brown costume, an Imported model, In taffeta, combined
with a fine eponge weave of silk and
wool mixture. The bolero and long
full tunic were of brown and white
striped taffetas, while the under 6kirt
was of plain brown eponge.
There are many costumes illustrating thl3 same principle of taffeta In
combination with serge, with voile,
with crepes, with voiles with eponges
and with foulards.
There are also a great many frocks
of satin noted this season, and of
charmeuee, crepe and crepon fabrics,
too. Lovely evening coats and dressy
afternoon frocks are made of the new
two-piec-

is

:''

good-lookin-

Angora Buck and Does.
The raising of Angora goats In tbe
United States Is now a demonstrated
success.
The industry is indeed so
well established here that growers
need not be Inconvenienced by the action of South Africa in prohibiting
the exportation of Angoras, for the
quantity of good blood In this country
Is already sufficient to meet all requirements. In the opinion of experts
the best American fleeces now equal
any grown In South Africa or Asia
Minor, the original home of the Angora.

1

--

plies a considerable amount of care
and personal attention.
The birth rate is approximately 65
per cent but in well managed flocks
this has risen on occasions as high
as 120 per cent. Since the kids are
not hardy, it is obvious that this
means skill and industry during the
breeding season. The management of
Angoras does not differ greatly from
that of sheep.
- While the Angora goat needs attention it is adaptable, and as far as temperature is concerned, should flourish
in any part of the United States. In
Montana the flocks face the heavy
snowfalls with equanimity as long as
a dry place Is provided for them at
night and though the heat in the
Southwest frequently makes it neces
sary to shear twice a year in order
to prevent shedding, it does not oth
erwise affect the health of the flocks.
Dampness, however, Is more Injurious
than either cold or heat. High land is
the native home of all goats, and they
invariably seek It when left to themselves. Pure water is also an essential.
Otherwise the Angora is not particular. It will feed with cattle and sheep,
and, though In some danger of being
kicked, with horses also. As a matter
of fact, however, the goat prefers a
certain amount of rough pasture and
happy when cleaning
As particularly
up brush land. There is one instance
of a flock of 600 being allowed free
grazing In a California forest reserve
in order to keep the strips of cleared
land, known as fire breaks, free from
weeds and vegetation. Settlers in
the Northwest find the Angora most
serviceable in browsing off the brush
on their new lands, and one Interur-barailway company purchased a
flock to keep its right of way clear
and attractive.
As has already been said, the Angora can be bred sufficiently pure for
practical purposes from the stock already In this country and there is
no need of further importations for
breeding purposes. Some years ago,
however, this was not believed to be
the case and In 1881 the sultan of Turkey endeavored to preserve for his
dominions the monopoly of the mohair
trade by prohibiting the exportation
of the live animal. His example was
followed by South Africa, but it was
too late. Some of the best blood was
already In America and today other
countries are buying of us, flocks having been shipped recently to Brazil
and the Argentine.
Various associations have already
been formed for the development of
the Industry In this country and the
quantity of the annual product Is Increasing rapidly. In 1913 it is estimated that 5,000,000 pounds of mohair
were grown in the United States.
Fuller details of the management and
care of flocks are to be found in
Farmers' Bulletin 573, "The Angora
Goat" which will be sent free on application to the department of agricul-

Although nearly every state in the
Union now possesses its flocks, the
Southwest and the Northwest are especially well adapted to the lndus-- .
try, In particular the large areas recently logged off In the Northwest.
There the Angora not only thrives
himself but helps to clear away the
brush which If allowed to grow unchecked, might easily become a dangerous fire trap. ThuB it Is often Bald
that the Angora workB and pays for
its board at the same time.
It Is paying more and more, for the
value of the fleece or mohair is in- creasing steadily. Formerly the use
of mohair depended so largely upon
the prevailing fashion that its price
varied widely from year to year. This
condition, however, is rapidly chang
ing "as new uses for mohair are continually found, from automobile tops
and table covers to dress goods and
curled false hair, and today the grower Is' assured of a reasonably steady
market The price, of course, varies
with the quality, the very best fleeces
bringing on an average from forty-twThe
cents a pound.
to fifty-fiv- e
weight of a fleece has a very wide
range but in 1909 the average for Oregon was found to be 3.7 pounds and
On account of the
for Texas 1.8?.
greater heat, however, and the damage of shedding, Angoras in the
southwest are frequently shorn twice
a year a fact which must be taken
into consideration in all calculations.
This practise of clipping twice a
year is in many ways a drawback to
the industry since it tends to lower
the average grade of American mohair. Mohair, as good as any, can be
and Is grown in this country, but the
average quality is not today considered to be as good as tbe foreign.
About two million pounds are annually Imported. Ordinarily this is blended and spun with the 'domestic product. Six inches is the shortést length
of fleece usually desired and, because
of shearing twice a year, much Texas
and New Mexico mohair falls below
this standard. Where the fleece is allowed to grow for 12 months, the average length is ten inches and In the
best flocks It is not unusual to get fifteen to twenty inches. Romeo, the
sweepstakes buck at the El Paso show
In 1910, Is an example of wha,t is
possible.
His fleece weighed 18
Inches In
pounds, ; measured 20
length and sold for $115. Such fleece
Is not, of course, the product of ordinary commercial conditions. It lm- - ture..
o
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So many are the uses to which table
linen may be put that the wearing out
of a handsome tablecloth is not the
calamity that it at first appears. The
fact that a cloth Invariably wear in
a few places where the most hard use
has come, leaves the sides and enda
sufficiently strong to make preserva
tion well worth while.
A somewhat unusual way of utiliz
ing the border of a handsome damask
cloth is to make it into a "runner"
down the entire length of the table.
If the damask is sufficiently handsome
to warrant the handwork, shallow
scalloping is by far the best appear
ing finish for the edge, but a narrow
Cluny edge, sewed on by hand and
fulled only at the corners, is an effective finish and much more quickly

accomplished.
In this case a row of Cluny inser
tion should be added at each end,
about the lace edge. Where preferred, the edge finish may be simply
a hem caught with exceedingly fine

stitches.
Where the tablecloth is little worn
except directly in the center strip
which has received the greatest test
of endurance, it Is a good Idea to cut
the cloth in naif lengthwise, taking
the outside edges for the middle of a
Where the material Is not particularly handsome, the selvage edges
should be neatly joined with the
stitch and
then rubbed open until the seam has
more the appearance of a crease In
the damask than an actual joining of
.
two selvages.
This brings the unworn part of the
cloth where It will receive the hardest usage and the worn sides, which
were formerly in the thick of the
wear and teaf ' on top of the table, can
be cut away sufficiently to remove all
unsightly places and the raw edges
neatly hemmed.,
over-and-ov-

MEN

er

BEST NECKWEAR JUDGES

Woman Makes No Mistake When She
Submits Collar Effect to Criticism of Husband.

The collar makes a difference in evThe woman who conpart of her cosnegligible
a
siders it
tume makes a serious mistake. On
its fitness, on its perfection of- shirring, cut and fastening, rests the
beauty or the ugliness of the woman's
head.
Many a woman has a reputation for
being well dressed or good looking
through the efforts she has made at
draping her neck. It is an odd fact
that men, who are more admirable
judges of linen than women, because,
as Paul Polret says, their minde are
geometrical and architectural, decides
on a woman's appearance by her neck
arrangement If a woman Is In doubt
about the neck line of her bodice let
her aDDeal to a man. He may know
nothing of style, but he will never
make a mistake about line. A
woman with whom the public
is auite familiar because of her social
position and gooa worn
unthat she bought all her clothes colat
her
labeled until she arrived
sublars. These and her coiffure were
failed
never
he
husband;
mitted to her
to be able to hit exactly on the faults
or virtues of each. When she tohi this
to a few intimate friends they decided
on
to have her husband pass judgment
talk
to
the
came
their costumes. He
pass- a
alertness,
j.Lt.
- . and Willi suuu-uai- .'
expert
lng down the line, he made his
that
confessed
woman
criticism. Each
she
fault
one
that
remedying
upon
to better advantage.
Suppose you try i this out with
man and see how it works?
ery garment.

-
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Cloth That Has Succumbed to Hard
Service Need Not Be Cast
Aside as Worthless, v

new cloth.

n

-

USE FOR WORN. TABLE LINEN

material called cascadeuse,,and among
the examples Is an exceedingly attractive frock made of this material in sil
ver gray. A relieving color note is
shown In the soft crush girdle of Indescribable blue, ornamented at the
front by two roses of the same shade.
There Is a full tunic of the material,
underneath which falls down the front
of the frock a long sash end of the
girdle ornamented at the end by a silver ornament and tassel.
This season's fabrics show all the
colors of the palette from the brightest to the palest hues There are Intense colors, such as bright sea blue,
ruby red, yolk yellow and vivid shades
of green. The more delicate and uncertain shades are bluish lilac, dove
gray, silver gray, mouse gray, faded
blue, the gray of an. early dawn and
straw and lemon yellow and all the
rose shades,

well-dresse-

d
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Arrangements, 4th
of July Celebration

SPANISH-AMERICAl-

?.

Look oter our new Spring
Suits. All grades Floersheim's

Attention Farmers and Dairymen!
Increase your income by learning1 to
ofBce of the Spanish-Americamake three pounds of good table but
Tuesday evening at which a' re- ter from one pound. No fake, no
presentative bunch of citizens drugs used. ' Formula 50' cents.
got together and arranged the Address; Joseph P. Joquel, 723 Main
East Las Vegas, N. M.

A meetiDt; was called at the

Department of the Interior,
'
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N: M.

For Sale: Spring pigs at $2.50
H. Goodman was chosen presapiece
or fall shoats from $5 up
ident L. E. Alldredge, Vice Pres.
J. H. Mahony.
and Fred S. Brown Secretary, to $7 apiece.
and the Roy Trust and Savings
Just received a car of "El To
Bank Treasurer.
ro" cement, the best made and at
It was unanimous that we cel- the
right price Goodman's
ebrate and the chair appointed
committees' as follows
Fianance:- - A. R.Davis, A.L.Hanson.
Advertiseing:- Irvin Ogden, Sr.
J. J. Taylor, Sam Strong.
General Arrangementsi-ThePres-ident- ,
Chairman,; Vice Pres. Secy,
and Treasu rer
members
F. A. Roy, J. Floersheim, F. A.
Bruce, M. D. Gibbs, Albert Bach-arac-

Latest shapes in ladies' and
children's straw hats

Goodman's

-

For the best

native raised
Black Amber Cane Seed go to
Goodman's

ex-offici- o.

h.

.

.

.

The advertising ""Committee
was directed to get. busy at once
and let it be known by means of
suitable posters and other means
and the Fianance committee is already busy getting the "kale"."
The arrangement committee will
attend to all the details and be in
entire charge of the celebsation.
We understand that Springer
will not celebrate and will come
and join us if properly encouraged
and all the other towns and com
munities will be the same so preparations must be made for the
biggest crowd ever entertained
in Roy.

Spring and Summer Hats-t- he
finest assortment ever at Floersheim's.
First to Use C!i!oro"orm.
Chloroform an as anaesthetic was
first v.sed on the COi'i cf September,
184 6, by Dr. W. T. O. Jíor'.on, a dentist, of Boston, In r ';zzq cf tocth extraction, and thereafter by him In
many difficult operuüons. The news
ngland in
of the discovery reached
December, 1816, and Britbh dentists
mmediately begen to use it." Sir
rames Slmfrcn, a Scotch physician
wes the first to use it in
hospital practice end this ie did in
1847. His discovery was considered
independent or 'that by tie Boston
dentist and in 1806 he was knighted.
He had a pub!:o funeral when he died
and a statue of him in bronze stands
la Edinburgh.
(1811-187-
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"I have

23 1914.

Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexieo has applied to
select under the provisions of the Act
June j 20, 110, and the acts supplementary and amendatory thereto,
the following public lands, to wit:
List 429 Serial 0177&4.
Lot 1, OR the NEi NEJ sec. 5. T. 17 N,
R. 26 E. N.M.P.M. Containing
40
acres.
The purpose of this notice is to
allow all persons claiming the land
adversely or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to tile objection to such selection with
the local officers for the land district
in which th land is situated, to wit:
at the land office aforesaid, and to establish their interests therein, or the
mineral character thereof.
4.9.5.6,
Paz Valverde,
Register.
To be published in the Spanish. American published at Roy, N, M.

Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S.' Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Apr 30 3914.
Notice is hereby given that Philip J.
Hogue, of Roy, NM who on Aug I, '07
made HE Serial no 05220 08851 forNJ-SE- J
&
27 T 20NRg26E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster. U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N.M
on the 16 day of June, 1914.
claimant names as Witnesses:
F. S. Brown
Geo. Tower,
P. E. Anderson
R. C Grunig
all of Roy, n. m.)
Paz Valverde,
Register.
NEi-SWJ,S-

ec

Department of the Interior,
U S Land Office at Clayton N M,

used Chamberlain's Tablets
May 8th 1914,
off and on for the past six years
Notice is hereby given that Charles F,
whenever my liver shows signs of beLeonard of Mills, N M who on
ing in á disordered condition." They
made HE No, 012418, for NEI, and
have always acted quickly and given
N Wl Section 29, ;
me the desired relief," writes Mrs FH
Twp, 22 N, Range 26 E, N M P,
Trubus, springville, N. Y. For sale
of intention
11-16--

by All Dealers.

v

Notice of Bond Election

Meridian, has filed notice
to make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore F H Foster, U S Commissioner
at his office at Roy, N M, on the
24th day of June, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses,
J J Lemon,
T J Coonrod,
W.
Brockman
L.
Thetford,
Ira
All of Mills, N M,
Paz Valverde
Register,

Notice is hereby given to the quali
fied voters of Roy Schoel District No.
Thirty Three (33) of Mora County,
State of New Mexico, that an election
will be held at the Public School
Building in Roy, said District, County
and State, on the tenth (10) day. of
June, A. D. 1914, for the purpose of
voting upon the question of the issue
Publication
Notice
of bonds in the sum of Two Thousand Department of the Interior,
($2,000.00) Dollars in denominations of
U. S. Land Office, Clayton. N. M.
not less than Twenty Five ($25.00)
May 7 1914
Dollars, nor exceeding Five Hundred
Notice is hereby given tbat Giacomo
($500.00) Dollars, bearing interest at
of Roy N M who on Jany 16,
notto exceed six per cent per annum.
22547 Serial 06157,
dated July the first (1) A. D. 1914, and 1908 made HE No
beca,
and Ej-Srunning for a period of Twenty (20) for the Wi-S26 E. N.M, P. Me
range
21N.
Twn.
years, redeemable after Ten (10) years
intention to
said bonds tobe sold and handled as ridian, has filed notice of
to establish
proof
year
five
final
make
provided by Section Fifteen-forty-tw- o
bedescribed,
iand
above
(1542) Compiled Laws of A. D, 1897, claim to the
Commissioner
U.S.
the receipts from the sale of said bonds fore F H. Foster,
N. M. on the 23
to be used in enlarging and reparing at his office in Roy
1914.
the school building of said district and day of June
furnishing the same.
claimant names as witnesses,
Bernardo Rigoni,
V,
J. Floersheim, chairman, J La Rue
Leandro Archuleta
Frank A. Roy,
John Schneider
O. H. Kerns,
all of Roy, N. U.
'
Register
School Directors
Paz Valverde,

for

Lay Something Aside

for that Rainy Day
'JpiHE

MONEY saved now
while your earning power
is good will help to keep you
in comfort in your old age.
Start the saving habit by putting away a" little each week.
We pay

Interest on Deposits
and provide an absolutely safe
place for your money.
Careful management has won for
us the confidence of our Matrons.
.

First Class Meals.

Good Rooms.

Competent Service.
Apr

NOTICE FOR PUB LIC AT ON
For a Torpid Liver,

Mrs. Ida E. Watson, Prop.

Clayton, 017794.

n

preliminaries for celebrating the
'
4th of July appropriately.

The Roy Cafe

Notice For Publication

--

Block,

Great-Western

Roy,

N.M.

S. DurriQ,

D.

fUtorrjey at Law
U. S. Ccmrrjlssicner

Solaoo,

)N. M

J,

B. LusK
Attorrjey
at Law
Prompt and Careful
Given all

At-tenti- on

Business

Entrusted to Me.

ROY,

New Mex.

Variety Machine
Works
C. E.

ANDEKSON

&

Wops

SON,

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates Given on Pipes and
Pumps for Wells
All

Wagon and Carriage
Work our Specialty
All

work Guaranteed

Variety
ROY,

Machine
n

U p
--

Works

NEW MEX.

cooooaxxxcoo
J.
NutterKerns
Co.
N.

Nuttpr,

Kerns,

O, H.

R-- E.

Business entrusted to
our . care will receive

careful and prompt
tention.
Nutter-Kern-

s

Real-Estat-

Roy,

at-

Co.

e

N.M,

Dr. Bartholomew,
Physician, Surgeon and Occullst
MILLS, New Mexico.

Mondays at Roy.

Rip-oni- .

El

Whooping Cough.

"About a year ago my three boys
had whooping cough and I found
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the
only one that would relieve their cough
ing and whooping spells, I continued
this treatment and was surprised to
find that it cured the disease in a
very short time," writes Mrs.
Crooksville, Ohio, For salt
by all Dealers.
Dal-rympl-

e,

